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Executive Summary
As robotic inspection is being introduced into the world of the petrochemical industry, guidelines are
required for the use of these new robotic tools. The use of guidelines for inspection in the
petrochemical industry include:
•
•
•
•

They stimulate quality and completeness;
They give a framework to structure the entire inspection process and preparation;
They stimulate continuity over time, locations and assets;
They stimulate continuity over service providers and personnel.

The above reasons are important for any inspection activities within the industry, but in particular
when the use of robotics as guidelines become essential to the effective use and operations of the
robotic inspection equipment.
This report outlines the guidelines for application in practice of the robotic inspection systems
developed as part of the PETROBOT project. The documentation found in this report provides
contractors and clients with guidance on developing and deployment safe and efficient robotic
systems for inspection. These guidelines are based on operational aspects, inspection requirements,
and safety aspects, and include generic application guidelines as well as specific guidelines
developed by the robotic technology manufactures and inspection service providers. Whilst this
report and the information provided highlights a wide range of technical and operational
information, it should be the duty of the individual persons to satisfy themselves that all robotic
operations are conducted safely and efficiently.

Types of guidelines
In general, a guideline is a statement by which to determine a course of action. A guideline aims to
streamline particular processes according to a set routine or sound practice. Guidelines range from
generic to very detailed. In the petrochemical industry there are four main types of guidelines in use:
•

•

•
•

Application guidelines. These are general guidelines to be applied on a class of inspection
problems. They are designed to assist the user to analyse the problem in a structured way, so
that all relevant aspects will be covered and a realistic insight is obtained in the feasibility of the
inspection;
Procedures. A Procedure is a set of precise step-by-step directions to execute a particular task
and the prerequisites needed for fulfilling the task. These may include equipment and materials
needed, preparation, safety measures, personnel (roles), data interpretation and reporting and
more;
Operating manuals. The Operating Manual is a generic document that is equipment centred: it
describes how to prepare, handle, operate and troubleshoot the equipment;
Instructions. Instructions are guidelines that are exclusively written for a particular inspection of
a particular asset. They fill in the details that are left open by other guidelines.

RBI
In many cases, a manual inspection begins with a visual reconnaissance by an experienced inspector,
who then determines the next, more detailed, actions, based on his findings. This is a rather implicit
process that is not formalised in great detail.
FP7 610401
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In robotic inspection, such an approach is often difficult or impossible. In practice, inspection robots
lack the flexibility and overview that are needed for a such visual reconnaissance in an ad-hoc
method. In contrast, they require a more structured approach with detailed planning. Therefore,
robotic inspection will be steered by a more formal risk analysis: RBI (Risk Based Inspection).
Templates and Guidelines
The appendices of this report include:
•
•

Generic templates for Application Guidelines, Procedures and Operating Manuals;
Guideline documents, consisting of operation guides, safety guides, etc. delivered by
participants.
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ACRONYMS
AST
PV
CRA
CVI
FPSO
GVI
RBI
ToFD
TRA
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Aboveground Storage Tank
Pressure Vessel
Corrosion Risk analysis
Close Visual Inspection
Floating Production, Storage and Offloading facility
General Visual Inspection
Risk Based Inspection
Time of Flight Diffraction
Task Risk analysis
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1 Introduction
As robotic inspection is being introduced into the world of the petrochemical industry, application
guidelines and procedures are required for the use of these new robotic tools. This document will
first give a general introduction to guidelines for robotic inspection and then focus on the robotic
systems produced via the PETROBOT project. The PETROBOT project robotic systems were applied
to the inspection of Pressure Vessels (PV) and Aboveground Storage Tanks (AST). In the area of PV
inspection, 2 types of robotic systems were developed, mobile magnetic crawlers and a fixed snake
arm, whereas for the inspection of an AST, a floor crawler was developed.

Aim of this Document
The aim of this document is to:
•
•
•
•
•

Provide guidance for writing guidelines for robotic inspection;
Provide insight in the several types of guideline documents and their contents;
Provide guidance for preparing and executing robotic inspection;
Provide the reader with templates for the several types of guideline documents
(appendices);
Provide examples of the several types of guidelines, as developed in the context of the
PETROBOT project (appendices).

Structure of this Document
This document is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 explains about guidelines in general and why they are used. Following that, in Chapter 3
the four main types of guidelines used in the petrochemical industry are defined. Chapter 4 narrows
the focus on these types as they are used in the PETROBOT project.
In the appendices the reader can find:
•
•

Templates for writing guideline documents of the four types treated in Chapter 4;
Example guideline documents as developed in the context of the PETROBOT project.
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2 Guidelines for Robotic Inspection
What are guidelines?
In general, a guideline is a statement by which to determine a course of action. A guideline aims to
streamline particular processes according to a set routine or sound practice1.
Guidelines range from generic to very detailed. The most generic guidelines address for instance an
entire industry type, asset class or inspection method, e.g. ‘Safety guidelines for the Oil & Gas
industry’. On the other end of the spectrum are for instance the guidelines addressing specific
aspects of a precisely defined inspection of a certain part (geometry, construction material etc.),
such as ‘ToFD inspection of butt welds in carbon steel pipes’.
Some definitions of the word guideline state that following a guideline is not mandatory. However,
in the petrochemical industry following a certain guideline can be mandatory. Particularly the
detailed inspection procedures clearly prescribe the way an inspection is to be executed and are
binding. Reasons for this include that this may be required by an asset owner or a regulatory body.
In traditional, non-robotic, industrial inspection, guidelines usually exist for the entire inspection
process, ranging from aspects such as safety, behaviour at a plant and in or near an assets, reduction
of impact on the environment, through to detailed aspects such as handling of equipment and
materials, preparation of the inspection, the inspection itself, the interpretation of the data and
classification of the results. This document will focus on the addition of guidelines concerning the
robotic element of robotic inspection and integrate these with the existing guidelines.

Why use guidelines?
Guidelines are used for inspection in the petrochemical industry for the following reasons:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1

They stimulate quality and completeness;
They give a framework to structure the entire inspection process and preparation;
They stimulate continuity over time, locations and assets;
They stimulate continuity over service providers and personnel;
They facilitate learning from experience by updating them as experience progresses;
A set of mature guidelines addresses all relevant regulations, legal context etc.;
A set of mature guidelines addresses all relevant inspection aspects, including preparation,
inspection, safety, order of working, quality and data interpretation;
High level, more generic guidelines may define a framework for lower level, more specialised
guidelines;
Guidelines for a certain, established inspection may be used as a template for a similar, but
new inspection;
Guidelines make communication between operators, and with clients and other personnel
easier. A set of guidelines can be referred to in e.g. a contract or in a toolbox meeting.

Source: Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guideline
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3 General inspection guidelines in the petrochemical industry
This chapter describes the types of guidelines that play a role for inspection in the petrochemical
industry.

Application Guidelines
Application guidelines are general guidelines to be applied on a class of inspection problems. They
are designed to assist the user to analyse the problem in a structured way, so that all relevant
aspects will be covered and a realistic insight is obtained in the feasibility of the inspection. Aspects
often included in application guidelines are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fit-for-purpose information;
Selection of inspection method(s) and equipment;
Selection of deployment method;
Preparation;
Inspection;
Impact on asset functions, such as production;
Legal requirements and regulations;
Personnel;
Safety.

It is not mandatory to have Application Guidelines in place. They merely serve the purpose of making
available knowledge and insight, and of streamlining the process of decision making and preparation
for inspection.

Procedure
A Procedure is a set of precise step-by-step directions to execute a particular task and the
prerequisites needed for fulfilling the task. These may include equipment and materials needed,
preparation, safety measures, personnel (roles), data interpretation and reporting and more.
An inspection may be covered by a single Procedure, or by multiple Procedures, each covering a
specific aspect. Procedures may either be generic for a certain type of task (e.g. “Ultrasonic
inspection of fillet welds in T-joints”) or be tailored to the inspection of a specific asset or even asset
detail.
For a specific inspection, the Procedure(s) prescribe in detail:
•
•
•
•
•

Asset type, asset, object type, object and/or construction detail they are written for;
The inspection method and equipment;
Usage envelope (conditions that yield a valid inspection, e.g. temperature range, wall
thickness range, object construction materials);
Required preparation of the object (cleaning, scaffolding, access etc.);
Calibration and functional checks:
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o when and how often to perform a calibration and/or calibration check;
o geometry, dimensions and material of calibration pieces;
o list of calibration actions;
o interpretation, allowable limits;
How to carry out the actual inspection;
Interpretation of the inspection data;
Reporting;
Personnel (and their roles);
Safety measures to be taken.

Operating Manual
The Operating Manual, or User Manual, is a generic document that is equipment centred: it
describes how to prepare, handle, operate and troubleshoot the equipment. Safety aspects and
usage envelope are other important subjects dealt with in the Operating Manual.
The Operating Manual is specific to the equipment, but generic for its application, i.e. it is not
centred around a particular inspection.

Instructions
Instructions are guidelines that are exclusively written for a particular inspection of a particular asset
(for example, pressure vessel V103a of a certain plant). They fill in the details that are left open by
other guidelines. They refer to other, ‘higher’, guidelines where ever possible. Together with these,
they list in great detail:
•
•
•
•

Preparation
Methods and equipment, including settings
Actions and their order
Safety measures

The Instructions contain the most detail. They refer to, rather than duplicate other guidelines. That
way, the Instructions tend to be limited in size, e.g. 1-5 pages. Usually Instructions take the form of
one or more lists of actions and of checklists.
Example: for the ultrasonic inspection of filet welds in particular T-joints, a more general Procedure
“Ultrasonic inspection of fillet welds in T-joints” could be used, in conjunction with specific
Instructions containing the instrument settings for the particular T-joints to be inspected.
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4 Petrobot Guidelines
While Chapter 3 outlined the different types of guidelines used in the petrochemical industry, this
chapter focuses on how these can be adapted or extended for robotic deployment.
Usually robotic deployment requires changes in the inspection equipment, preparation, inspection
method, the execution of the inspection, safety measures, data interpretation et cetera. Often the
usage envelope is affected. Depending on the nature of the required changes, one may choose to
amend existing guidelines, to write supplemental guidelines or to write entirely new guidelines for
robotic inspection. This chapter describes the coverage of the subjects for each type of guidelines.

Role of RBI in robotic inspection
In many cases, a manual inspection begins with a visual reconnaissance by an experienced inspector,
who then determines the next, more detailed, actions, based on his findings. This is a rather implicit
process that is not formalised in great detail.
In robotic inspection, such an approach is often difficult or impossible. In practice, inspection robots
lack the flexibility and overview that are needed for a visual reconnaissance in an ad-hoc method. In
contrast, they require a more structured approach with detailed planning. Therefore, robotic
inspection can be steered by a more formal risk analysis, for example RBI (Risk Based Inspection). In
RBI, the asset, its operation, its history and its possible defect mechanisms and associated risks are
studied. Based on this, suitable inspection methods and equipment are selected and the inspection
work process and inspection regime are defined.

Application Guidelines
The use of robots for industrial inspection is fairly new. As a consequence, there is not yet
widespread experience available. Therefore, it is advisable to have application guidelines available
for robotic inspection of assets of all relevant asset classes.
The following subjects are recommended to be treated in the Application Guidelines:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Purpose of the Application Guidelines;
Purpose of the inspection, including reasons to choose robotic inspection, rather than
manual inspection;
Specification of the object(s), object material(s), their geometry and other relevant
characteristics of the object type, including relevant defect mechanisms;
RBI analysis: the role of RBI in the inspection, the general approach, the use of the analysis
of defect mechanisms such as CRA (Corrosion Risk Analysis) and stress analysis;
Inspection scope, including a list of the relevant indication types and object elements to be
inspected (e.g. nozzles, welds, surfaces), required inspection results and their accuracies
(e.g. remaining wall thickness with accuracy ≤ 0.5 mm and coverage ≥ 95%);
Inspection methods that may be used;
Changes required to the inspection method(s) because of robotic deployment instead of
human deployment;
Relevant context characteristics that may influence the robotic inspection, e.g. possible
interference with other process related activities, required permissions, wave height or wind
force limits for deployment et cetera;
Preparation, including scaffolding, cleaning and isolation;
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Navigation;
High level description of the intended robotic inspection process, including a generic
deployment plan. This latter serves to structure the process;
Selection of robot and inspection methods and tools;
Qualification/validation;
Role and use of 3D model: feasibility study, preparation, navigation (it may not be possible
to have visual contact with the robot);
TRA (Task Risk Analysis);
Safety aspects, including ATEX requirements, emergency retrieval;
Organisational and operational aspects;
Personnel aspects, roles, training.

The appendices of this report include:
•
•

Generic templates for PETROBOT Application Guidelines, PETROBOT Inspection procedures
(PV and Tanks), PETROBOT Safety Guides;
Application Guidelines as developed in the context of PETROBOT for robotic inspection of
Pressure Vessels and Aboveground Storage Tanks.

Procedures
As a consequence of the introduction of robotic deployment, procedures may change in the
following ways:
•

•

•

New inspection methods will be introduced, which will need their own procedure(s). For
example, (general and close) visual inspection will be replaced with camera inspection, so
the required performance of camera inspection must be laid down in a procedure, including:
o Calibration pieces (geometry, colour, reflectiveness, artificial defects etc.);
o Lighting (luminance, uniformity, colour, direction etc.);
o Detectability of standardised defects (depressions, cracks etc.).
Usually the robot will manipulate one or more sensors. As a consequence, the measurement
result is determined by the measurement method/equipment as well as by the robot’s
movements. This has to be captured in the procedure, too. An example is the scanning
movement to be made with an ultrasound transducer in certain applications. The procedure
must guarantee that the required coverage is obtained and that the ultrasound coupling is
maintained during the scanning.
An entirely or partly autonomous robotic inspection system may change its actions
depending on the measured signals. The procedure will have to include:
o Making the right settings for this;
o Calibration of this behaviour;
o Specification of a calibration checking scheme.
An example of this situation would be an autonomous crawler that does a fast scanning for
pitting and upon detection of the presence of a pit switches to detailed scanning in order to
accurately size the pit. The procedure must include actions to make sure pits of all relevant
sizes are correctly detected in the fast scanning mode and in the detailed scanning mode the
required sizing accuracy is achieved.
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Unless the robot is only used for delivery of the inspection sensor(s), a combined robot and
inspection procedure will usually be the most suitable form.
The appendices of this report include:
•
•

A generic template for PETROBOT Procedures;
Procedures as developed in the context of PETROBOT for robotic inspection of Pressure
Vessels and Aboveground Storage Tanks.

Operating Manuals and Operating Instructions
The description of Operating Manual in Section 5 is fully applicable to robotic inspection. The robot
will usually have a separate Operating Manual. Robot-related subjects that must be included are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preparation, including the mounting and adjustment of inspection equipment;
General operation, including deployment, retrieval, safety procedures and emergency
retrieval;
Safety aspects, including checking the gas sensor operated kill switch if present;
Usage envelope;
Personnel requirements, such as training;
Troubleshooting.

Robotic systems are usually complicated to operate. This would justify writing Operating Instructions
for certain tasks or applications, such as:
•
•

Launching a magnetic crawler into a pressure vessel;
Launching and manoeuvring an ROV in oil.

The reason these are listed here, instead of in section 4.5, is that Operating Instructions are generic
by nature.
The appendices of this report include:
•
•

A generic template for a PETROBOT Operating Manual;
Operating Manuals as developed in the context of PETROBOT for robotic inspection of
Pressure Vessels and Aboveground Storage Tanks.

Instructions
The Instructions as mentioned in Section 3.4 must be adapted for use in robotic inspection. They
only list specific Instructions that are not dealt with in other guidelines, most specifically in the
Procedure(s), or deviations from these.
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5 Appendices
•
•

Generic templates for application Guidelines, Procedures and Operating Manuals;
Guideline documents delivered by participants (first pages of each document).

The appendix documents are as follows:
Company
Quasset
Quasset
Quasset
Quasset
Quasset
Quasset
GE
GE
GE
OCR
DEKRA
DEKRA
DEKRA
DEKRA
DEKRA
DEKRA
Shell
Shell
Vopak
Innospection
Innospection
Innospection
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Innospection
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Executive Summary
The aim of this guide is to provide all petrochemical assets with fit-for-purpose information about
robotic inspection technologies and the use of them to assist with safe and successful deployments.

How to use this template
This Application Guide template can serve as a framework for writing Application Guides for Robotic
Inspection. It contains the chapters and sections, and:
• for each section a description of intended content (in dark red);
• for a number of sections suggested or example text fragments (in black).
Intended working order:
1. for each section edit the main text;
2. for each section delete the description;
3. delete this ‘How to use this template’ page.

An Application Guide can be written for either:
• a single asset or a small group of nearly identical assets (e.g. identical pressure vessels in parallel
process streams);
• an asset class (e.g. pressure vessels in general);
• the application of a certain method or technique.
This template is intended for all of the above. However, some sections and text apply to only one or
two of these situations. It is left to the author of the Application Guide to decide about the exact
contents, subjects and emphasis that would best suit its intended use.
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Definitions
Define acronyms and terms used in this guide. Below is a table containing some suggestions.
Carrier

The robot or device that is deployed for remote inspection and moves
the equipment around to bring the inspection tools to the designated
locations
Corrosion Risk
An assessment of the susceptibility of the structure under investigation
Assessment (CRA)
to all in-service degradation mechanisms that may affect it. The CRA is
not restricted to simply those degradation mechanisms related to
corrosion
Defect
A defect is here taken to be a flaw that limits the operation of the
equipment or renders the equipment unfit for its specified service in its
current state
Degradation mechanism A mechanism by which integrity of the equipment could potentially be
impaired, e.g. erosion, fatigue, creep, brittle fracture, wall loss etc.
Indication
An observed (measured, detected) discontinuity in material condition or
construction
Inspection tool
The device that is carried by the carrier to the designated location to
conduct the inspection, either by transmitting visual image or
performing some kind of NDE
NDE (or NDT)
Non-Destructive Examination (or Testing) – is a wide group of analysis
techniques used in science and industry to evaluate the properties of a
material, component or system without causing damage
RBI
Risk Based Inspection – a structured risk based approach for determining
degradation mechanisms and inspection intervals and scope
RII
Remote (or Robotic) Internal Inspection – the method of internally
inspecting pressure equipment by using remotely operated inspection
tools, without humans entering the equipment
Robot
A machine capable of carrying out a complex series of actions, either
(semi or fully) autonomously, or by means of remote control
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Introduction

1.1 Aim of this Application Guide
state the aim of writing this application guide, who should read this guide and why, and what type of
information can be found. In general, an Application Guide is written for e.g. a class of assets, a group
of assets sharing common characteristics and/or an inspection method. However, occasionally an
Application Guide is written for a single specific asset.
The aim of this application guide is to provide the necessary fit-for-purpose information about the
PETROBOT robotic inspection technologies and to assist with successful deployment. It covers the
selection of the proper technology and provides a step-by-step guide on safe operational deployment
of the associated devices.

1.2 What is Robotic Inspection?
Explain what Robotic Inspection is.
Robotic inspection refers to the use of remotely operated devices to perform the inspection of assets,
rather than requiring direct execution of the inspection by a human inspector. It entails the
deployment of a carrier (usually a robot) that can bring an inspection tool (camera, NDE probe,
etc.) to a designated location inside the asset and perform the required inspection actions.

1.3 Main Benefits of Robotic Inspection Technology for Asset Inspection
list the main benefits of using robotic inspection technology as opposed to human inspection, for this
particular application. Adapt the section title accordingly, e.g. ‘Main benefits of Robotic Inspection
Technology for Pressure Vessels’.
The below example fragment text needs to be made as specific as possible for this particular
application.
The main benefits of using robotic inspection as opposed to human inspection include:
• Reduction of the need for human entry in confined spaces and other hazardous environments,
during preparation for the inspection and the inspection itself
• Reduction of the work required to render a work environment safe for human entry
• Reduction of the time and costs associated with the preparation/cleaning of the asset to allow
for inspection
• Reduction of production deferment (or increasing facility uptime), as a result of the above
mentioned issues
• Improvement of inspection performance through consistent, repeatable inspections
• Objective capturing of inspection results in the form of imaging or sensors data for better
comparison in future inspections

1.4 This Application Guide - outline
outline the rest of this guide. This follows the outline of the main steps of the robotic inspection plan.
Each of these steps will be detailed in the following chapters.
FP7 610401
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There are six main steps in planning the robotic inspection:
1. Characterise the asset(s)
2. Perform Risk Based Inspection analysis
3. Select the inspection equipment and carrier
4. Write an inspection procedure
5. Organise the inspection and manage the operational aspects
6. Analyse the results
These steps are detailed in the following chapters. Please see Appendix E for a tabulated checklist of
the entire process.
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Characterisation of the Asset or Asset Class
Characterise the asset or asset class and the possible spread in their characteristics, e.g. possible
construction materials, presence of cladding etc. Adapt section title to match the asset type(s) this
application is meant for.
The first step is to gather all relevant information about the asset. Classifying or categorising each
asset and getting input from facility management are beneficial as it ensures that systems are
evaluated objectively and in accordance with organisational policies. The following aspects should be
considered:
• Type of asset: pressure vessel, above ground storage tank etc.
• Location
• The construction materials of the asset
• Coating, cladding
• Dimensions, orientation (e.g. horizontal, vertical)
• Presence of internals
• External area characteristics and limitations
• ATEX limitations
• Limitations in the context of the operation of the entire installation, such as plant, FPSO,
processing unit etc.
• Associated documentation, such as engineering or maintenance files, drawing files, original
equipment manufacturer's (OEM) records, contractor files, etc.
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NDE aspects of the Inspection – analysis and requirements
in this chapter, discuss the NDE side of the inspection:
• Discuss role of RBI
• Discuss possible indication types and locations
• Discuss the scope of the inspection
• Discuss NDE methods that would be suitable for this asset (class) and these indication types
• Discuss suitable NDE equipment or equipment characteristics
• Discuss the requirements that are related to the inspection method and equipment
Focus will be on the analysis and its implications for the inspection methods and inspection instrument
requirements, not on the concrete equipment itself.

3.1 The role of RBI in robotic inspection
discuss why RBI is a necessary prerequisite for robotic inspection (of this asset type)
In many cases, a manual inspection begins with a visual reconnaissance by an experienced inspector,
who then determines the next, more detailed, actions, based on his findings. This is a rather implicit
process that is not formalised in great detail.
In robotic inspection, such an approach is often difficult or impossible. In practice, inspection robots
lack the flexibility and overview that are needed for a reconnaissance and ad-hoc action. In contrast,
they require a more structured approach with detailed planning. Therefore robotic inspection will be
steered by a more formal risk analysis and inspection approach: RBI (Risk Based Inspection). In RBI the
asset, its operation, its history and its possible defect mechanisms and associated risks are studied.
Based on this, suitable inspection methods and equipment are selected and the inspection work
process and inspection regime are defined.
RBI may result in specifying multiple zones in which different degradation mechanisms or degradation
severity are to be expected. This could imply that for the different zones different NDE methods,
different coverage, different NDE equipment and/or different carriers are required.

3.2 RBI analysis: Indications
1. Present and discuss the actual RBI analysis, if available.
Based on the degradation mechanisms identified in the RBI analysis, define the indication types that
need to be inspected for. These need to be characterised as complete as possible, including sizes,
orientations, depths, morphology, locations and zones (if RBI zones were identified). This must be
done in enough detail to enable correct selection of NDE inspection methods and equipment and the
correct carrier(s).
2. If you are writing an Application Guide for a broad range of assets or for assets that have very
different use characteristics (e.g. chemically very different contents), a complete RBI analysis may not
always be possible at this stage. If that is the case, the RBI analysis should be carried out in as much
detail as is possible at this stage, and all possible indication types and characteristics (morphology,
dimensions etc.) must be listed and worked with.
3. If you are writing an Application Guide that is so generic that RBI analysis would not be meaningful,
state the required output of the analysis (see first paragraph of this section). In that case this section
may be combined with section 3.1.
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3.3 Inspection Scope Document
If an Application Guide is written specifically for one or a few more or less identical assets, it is
recommended at this point to write an inspection scope document containing the information
obtained from the previous sections. This will aid in the gathering of the necessary data and in the
selection of the carrier and inspection equipment. Elements that should be contained in the inspection
scope document include:
• Number and name of the asset to be inspected;
• Location of the asset;
• Technical and operational details about the asset;
• High level scope of inspection;
• Instructions regarding validation of inspection and reporting;
• Drawing of the equipment with zero line and clock positions marked;
• Drawing containing location of manholes;
• If possible, photographs of direct area around asset;
• If possible, previous inspection images of defects.

3.4 Inspection methods
Identify the most suitable inspection methods, based on the indications and their characteristics
defined in the previous sections, and the required accuracies and sensitivities. Don’t be too restrictive
here, since practical aspects such as carrier, cleaning requirements and geometrical limitations may
pose additional barriers for practical use of a method.

3.5 Inspection Instrument requirements
After acquiring all the necessary information about the asset and identifying the morphology and
dimensions of the degradation, the requirements for the inspection equipment that could enable the
detection and sizing of these defects can be identified.
The following sections are dedicated to the definition of the requirements of the inspection set-up
and equipment.

3.5.1 Visual Inspection instrument requirements
Specify the use and requirements of all camera’s, be it for inspection purposes or for orientation and
navigation.
Requirements typically include:
• Required image quality, resolution;
• Position(s) and manipulation of the camera;
• Lighting (direction(s), luminosity, colour, uniformity etc.);
• Proximity to the surface or level of zoom;
• Recording of images.

3.5.2 Other Inspection Equipment
If other NDE methods (and equipment) need to be used, write a section about each of these. Adapt
the section titles accordingly. Be as specific as possible, as a bare minimum including intended use,
intended role in the inspection process and requirements.
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3.6 Related requirements
Inspection methods and equipment may have related requirements, such as:
• Removal of scaling for certain (electro-) magnetic methods;
• Surface smoothness and absence of larger loose particles for most ultrasound methods;
• Clean (enough) object surface for camera inspection.
Such additional requirements should be listed and justified here, since:
• They may render an inspection method or equipment useless in certain practical
circumstances;
• They may require additional equipment to be mounted on the carrier, e.g. a brush or water
jetting facilities;
• They may require extra preparation, e.g. an extra cleaning run.
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Selection of carrier and inspection equipment
To select the adequate carrier, the inspection scope defined in the previous sections needs to be
combined with the technical data of the available carriers and the discussed inspection equipment.
The following steps are intended to organise the information and help in the selection. These steps do
not necessarily have to be executed sequentially; often steps are executed in parallel, in different
order or iteratively.
Be aware that sometimes its related requirements may render the best equipment useless, forcing
the selection of a sub-optimal method or carrier.

4.1 Division of the asset in inspection zones
Sometimes an asset could be inspected by means of a single technique only.
However, often the asset can be divided into multiple zones with very different degradation
patterns, for example because of differences of construction material, differences in applied
stress or differences in operating temperatures. Inspection requirements for these zones can
differ greatly. Designing a different approach for each of these zones may render the inspection
challenge much easier, eliminating complexities imposed by the combination of requirements.
The actions described in this section will usually be combined with those of the next section,
access possibilities per zone.
The information obtained in this (and next) section is needed for selecting the right combination
of inspection equipment and carrier(s) for each zone.

4.2 Access possibilities per zone
The accessibility of the asset and of the area to be inspected always need to be analysed. Adjoining
assets and, for instance in the case of a tank or vessel, the presence of internals can create barriers or
inaccessible zones.
For tanks and vessels, manholes and nozzles can be suitable entry points for the carriers. The size and
orientation of the entry points (vertical or horizontal) may be of importance for selecting the specific
carrier and inspection equipment combination for each zone.
Under certain circumstances, e.g. complicated asset environment or complicated internals, it may be
advantageous to separate the delivery function of the robot from the manipulation function:
• Delivery to the asset entry or into the asset may be done with a coarsely moving robot, e.g. a
long reach snake arm. This would then deliver the actual inspection robot to into or near the
inspection area;
• Execution of the inspection proper could then be carried out by a (possibly much smaller)
robot capable of accurately manipulating an inspection sensor.

4.3 Inspection Equipment
Based on the inspection equipment requirements (section 3.5), the concrete equipment available can
be listed here, including additional, special, requirements and characteristics. For example: two
different instruments using the same technique may differ in speed of work and stability
requirements, which could have an impact on the selection of the manipulator/carrier.
This inventory and comparison should be made per inspection zone.
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4.4 Analysis of carriers and inspection equipment combinations
After identifying zones, entry points, the necessary inspection equipment for each zone and the
cleaning requirements, the carrier alternatives can be evaluated.
One or more inspection equipment defined for each zone in the previous steps can be combined with
the different carrier option. The carrier needs to satisfy the following prerequisites:
• Being able to carry the inspection equipment;
• Possibility of being deployed through the entry point of the specific zone;
• Being able to cover all or, at least, necessary parts of the zone;
• Being able to work in the surface condition of the zone (cleaning requirements);
• Being able to move over/along the geometries present.
The result of this evaluation may indicate that:
• Only one combination of carrier and inspection equipment will be able to perform the
inspection of the entire asset
• Several combinations of carrier and inspection equipment are able to perform the inspection,
each of them in specific zones
• There is no possible combination of carrier and inspection equipment. In this case, solutions
such as a camera on a pole are available.
A table along the following lines may be of use (example data), since it quickly creates overview of the
possibilities and restrictions for each zone:
Zone
Preparation
Robot 1
Robot 2
Robot 3
Zone
2, 4
2, 3
1, 2, 3
Preparation
Remove scaling
Remove oil
NDT 1
1, 2
Thoroughly
Zone 2
Zone 2
Zone 1, 2
remove oil
Remove scaling & oil Thoroughly remove Thoroughly remove
oil
oil
NDT 2
1, 3
Remove scaling
Zone 3
Zone 1, 3
Remove scaling
Remove scaling
NDT 3
2, 4
Zone 2, 4
Zone 2
Zone 2
Remove scaling
Remove oil
In practice, the activities described in this section will be combined with those of the next section,
preparation requirements, as certain preparation requirements may be impossible to satisfy.

4.5 Definition of preparation requirements for each zone
Based on the requirements posed by the selected inspection method(s) and equipment and the
selected carrier(s), preparation requirements of the different zones may be defined.

4.6 3D Model of the Asset
An optional step between the analysis and evaluation of the alternative carriers and equipment is to
create an inspection model to confirm the applicability of the selected combination.
A 3D model, a point cloud or set of 2D drawings (in order of preference) of the asset, if possible
combined with a simulation of the inspection may be useful to:
• Check the launching of the system;
• Determine the optimal path for the carrier;
• Optimise the coverage of the inspection;
• Determine limitations of the carrier due to obstacles, distance, angles, etc.
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Such a model may also be useful during the launch of the equipment and execution of the inspection,
and for interpretation and reporting.

4.7 Analysis of the selections made
After selecting the possible alternatives for carrier and inspection equipment, the consequences of
the use of the different alternatives must be analysed. This analysis should include at least:
• Direct costs, such as:
o Hiring, buying or developing equipment (carriers, inspection instruments, software etc.)
o Additional material;
o Personnel;
o Additional costs, e.g. scaffolding and hoisting;
o Removing internals and re-installation afterward;
o Thorough cleaning in hazardous environments;
o Isolation of assets;
• Indirect costs/benefits, such as:
o Decreasing downtime by reducing time spent for preparation, e.g. for cleaning and
isolation;
o Decreasing downtime by reducing time spent in the asset as part of the inspection;
• Non-economic factors, such as:
o Avoiding human entry in hazardous environments;
o Environmental aspects, e.g. production of toxic waste;
o Likelihood of defect identification and accuracy of classification and sizing;
o Quality, accuracy, coherency and transparency of inspection results.
From the results obtained in the analysis, one or more solutions may be selected. An optional next
step would be performing a task risk assessment in order to assure the safe execution of the
inspection.
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Inspection Procedures
Once the inspection method, inspection equipment and carriers have been selected, an inspection
procedure document is written by the service provider. This document describes the procedure to be
followed for the inspection in great detail.

5.1 Legislation Requirements
The local authorities should be consulted about the inspection and the respective techniques for
approval to proceed with the operations.
Since the legislation varies according to the country, no procedure for this step can be generalised.

5.2 Inspection procedure content guide
The inspection procedure should include a detailed description of the path that the robot will describe
and detailed plan for the operation of the inspection equipment.
Refer to the “PETROBOT Inspection Procedure Guideline” for more information about this step.
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Organisational and operational aspects of the inspection
The application may require a chapter about organisational and operational aspects of the inspection.

6.1 Safety
6.1.1 Task Risk Assessment
In a Task Risk Assessment (TRA) the complete operation is sub-divided into tasks. For each task the
following is assessed:
• Potential hazards;
• For each hazard:
o Consequences;
o Likelihood;
o Risk rating;
• Risk control measures;
• Residual risks after the control measures have been taken:
o Consequences;
o Likelihood;
o Residual risk rating.

6.1.2 ATEX
Since many inspections in the petrochemical industry will be performed in ATEX zones, ATEX
requirements and compliancy must be part of the TRA. Working in an ATEX zone requires ATEX
compliable equipment and procedures. Sometimes there may be alternatives possible, including:
• Using gas detectors combined with an automatic kill switch;
• Nitrogen blanketing;
• Extra cleaning.
The site responsible person will be able to advise.

6.1.3 VOC detection
If people are working in an area where organic gases may be present, gas levels must be monitored.
If a certain level is exceeded, an alarm must be generated. Usually, these measurements are done
with Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) detectors, which measure several hydrocarbons
simultaneously. Also, the VOC measurements may include toxic substances such as benzene and
butadiene.
In case of a robotic internal inspection in a confined space, e.g. a pressure vessel, VOC detection at
the man hole or nozzle will usually be needed. Furthermore the robot may need to be equipped with
a VOC sensor, coupled to an automatic kill switch (see section 6.1.2, ATEX).

6.1.4 Toxic and hazardous substances
Circumstances may require testing for the presence of toxic substances prior to potential human
exposure, and/or monitoring of these during the inspection. These substances may be toxic and/or
carcinogenic. For each of these substances there is a Permissible Exposure Limit (PEL).
These substances may include:
• Benzene;
• Mercury;
FP7 610401
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Radioactive substances;

6.1.5 Hoisting
Sometimes hoisting may be needed to lift equipment to the inspection location or for the access
thereto, or, in rare situations, to support equipment during the inspection operation.
Hoisting is considered a high risk activity. It increases complexity and costs of deployment. If hoisting
is needed at any stage of the inspection operation, including preparation, a hoisting specialist must be
present in the TRA team.

6.2 Operational aspects
This section treats operational aspects pertaining to the inspection. These are general topics that
have many aspects that are particular to the site. Therefore local specialists must be involved. The
subjects are here only touched upon briefly.

6.2.1 Cleaning
Often used cleaning methods include flushing with hot water and spray cleaning with water and
optionally with soap. In special cases chemicals are used. The carrier may be equipped with cleaning
equipment, e.g. spray nozzles or brushes.

6.2.2 Scaffolding
6.2.3 Control
Safe operation may sometimes require the operators to be at a certain minimum distance from the
inspection location. This may impede direct view on the inspection equipment, the carrier and the
umbilical. Minimum distances must be specified, as well as mitigation measures to overcome
restrictions posed by the large distances.

6.2.4 Power
This may refer to the presence of the correct power and even to safe routing of power cables.

6.2.5 Instrument inspection requirements
Electrical and hoisting equipment may need certification.

6.2.6 Weather protection
Equipment as well as operators and support personnel may need protection against adverse weather,
be it rain, wind, cold or sun. a camera system in a vessel may become less effective if manholes and
nozzles allow sunlight to poor in.

6.2.7 Emergency recovery
In case of a power failure or other event that renders the carrier unable to be retrieved normally from
the inspection location, alternatives must be prepared. These may include a recovery line to pull the
inspection robot back, a cherry picker, and a standby retrieval team, equipped with the necessary
equipment such as lifelines, oxygen masks, protective clothing etc.
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Analysis and reporting of Results
This chapter specifies the way analysis and reporting are done.
The service provider should prepare a report containing all relevant inspection data and images
collected during inspection.
All information collected by the service provider should be stored so support future inspections. Not
only will it allow for comparisons between inspection findings over time, but it can also set an
inspection quality standard which should be maintained in the future.
Examples:
• Save coordinates of the location of degradation so the inspector can quickly find it in future
deployments;
• Save sensor data, photo’s and video and associate these with the saved coordinates, so the
results can be compared in a future deployment.
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References
Please insert your references here, typically this will be internal documents. Procedures, guidelines,
as well as international regulations (API, EEMUA) etc.
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Appendix A – Inspection Scope Check-list
Please insert your inspection scope check list here. An example is below.
It is recommended that the inspection scope document contain following information/elements:
• Introduction section
- highlighting number of equipment to be inspected
- location of the OU
- top level scope of inspection
- comment on details of manual inspection, if carried out in parallel of RIVI
• Technical and operational details and inspection scope of the equipment:
- A major inspection of this vessel is to be carried out. The vessel has been isolated,
flushed, drained and the man-way is partially opened to permit a full internal
inspection. Conduct inspection in accordance with company procedure Pressure Vessels General Inspection Routine.
Internal Scope:
• Man way to be fully opened prior to inspection
• Internal examination will require man entry
• Close Visual Inspection of the vessel shell internal surface and coating for evidence of
corrosion, wastage, coating breakdown or damage
• Visually inspect bores of all available nozzles
• Close visual inspection of all circumferential, longitudinal & attachment weld profiles
• Visually inspect Shell Dome Ends for damage / deterioration
• Take digital photographs as required
External Scope:
• Close Visual Inspection of all circumferential, longitudinal & attachment weld profiles
• Visually inspect vessel shell, dome ends for damage / deterioration.
• Visually inspect vessel coating
• Visually inspect all associated vessel nozzles for damage / deterioration. Visually inspect
flanges of nozzles as follows: M1, N1, N2, N3, N4, N5, L1A & L1B.
An Example of the information to be included in the inspection scope document:

Equipment name/number
Operational specifications
Dimensions (length,
diameter)
Material
Medium
Internal coating
Construction details
Internals present
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(for example, “via manholes A and B as indicated on the
drawing”)

Entrance for RII tools
Likelihood of hazardous
elements
Area limitations

(for example, mercury, LSA or benzene)

ATEX limitations

(e.g. possible ATEX zone)

(e.g. possible oxygen regimes)

RBI specifications
Degradation mechanism
Morphology
Accepted
inspection tools for
detection
Expected lifetime internal
coating
Years in service
Wall thickness
Corrosion allowance
Selected corrosion rate
Remnant life
Inspection interval
Last inspection date
Next inspection date
Inspection scope

FP7 610401
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Appendix C – Drawings
Insert vessel drawings here. These are either 2D or preferably 3D drawings of the asset.
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Appendix D – Photographs
Insert inspection photographs and photograph list here.
See example below.
Photograph
No.

Feature

1

V14310-001

External

General image

2

V14310-001

External

General image

3

V14310-001

External

General image showing support feet Btm
dome

4

V14310-001

External

General image, data plate side

5

V14310-001

External

General image, data plate side

6

V14310-001

External

General image, data plate side

7

V14310-001

External

General image, data plate side

8

V14310-001

External

General image, top dome / Manway

9

V14310-001

External

top dome / Manway / Level gauge/ vent

10

V14310-001

External

top dome / Manway hinge

11

V14310-001

External

top view, Level gauge.

12

Data plate

External

Original data plate

13

Gauge

Btm Dome

Broken glass gauge tube

14

Gauge

Top of shell

Scale broken

15

Gauge

Top of shell

Scale broken

16

Feet pads

Btm Dome

Minor undercut around pad to shell welds

17

Feet pads

Btm Dome

Minor undercut around pad to shell welds

18

Feet pads

Btm Dome

Minor undercut around pad to shell welds

19

Level gauge
bracket

Btm Dome

Poor weld profile / light spatter

20

Weld 3 / W5

Btm Dome

Slight mismatch at Tee intersection

21

W1

22
23
24

FP7 610401

Location / Orientation

Description

Top dome / shell Shell distortion, 2mm concave to 3mm
lifting lug
convex

Broken
bracket
Loose data
plate
N4 Lining

Near top dome saddle

Bracket burnt off

Data plate side

Loose data plate wedged in strap

N4

Nozzle lining good condition
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Appendix E – Robotic Deployment Checklist
Step description

Responsible person Complete?

Step 1. Discuss Risk Based Inspection
Collect RBI data
Carry out Corrosion Risk Assessment
Consider Non-Intrusive Inspection (NII) options
Fill out inspection scope document
• What degradation mechanisms are present?
• What defects do we need to look for?
• How can we detect these defects?
Document any other inspection scope

Inspector
Inspector
Inspector
Inspector

Inspector

Step 2. Select carrier and inspection tools
Analyse general blockers with regards to:
• Material
• Coating
• Diameter/size
• Presence of internals
• Area limitations
• ATEX limitations
• Contamination with hazardous elements
Indicate corrosion zones on model/drawing

Inspector

Inspector

Identify all entrance possibilities and if necessary split
Inspector
up corrosion zones based on accessibility and internals
List all possible inspection tools per zone
Analyse condition of zone and list cleaning
requirements
List carrier/inspection tool options for each zone

Inspector

Prepare business case based on cost of deployment
and reduction of intervention cost and production
deferment

Inspector

Compare business cases and select carrier/inspection
tool

Inspector

Step 3. Write inspection procedure
Confirm acceptance of RII by local
authorities/regulators
FP7 610401
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Define routing of robot and camera in model
Create inspection procedure document
Approve inspection procedure document
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Service vendor
Service vendor
Inspector

Step 4. Organize inspection and manage operational aspects
Organise Task Risk Analysis
• Are the necessary people invited for the TRA
meeting
• Are there ATEX limitations?
• Is VOC gas detection necessary?
• Is there possible benzene/mercury/LSA
contamination?
• Is hoisting necessary?
Organise extra cleaning (if applicable)
Organise scaffolding (if applicable)
• In case of scaffolding by service vendor, check for
local requirements
Analyse movement of operators and RII tools outside
equipment
• Is there sufficient space for controls not too far
away from the equipment?

Permit holder

Inspector
Inspector

Inspector

• Will tools or controls need to be moved across the
site?
Arrange power supply, make sure there are sufficient
sockets
Check service vendor electrical equipment for
certification
Arrange for weather protection for controls
Arrange emergency recovery system
Make sure permit holder is known
Check site entry requirements including necessary
training for all involved personnel

Inspector
Inspector
Inspector
Service vendor
Inspector
Inspector

Step 5. Analyse results
Create inspection report(s)
Interpret report(s) and follow up in RBI process
Store inspection data

FP7 610401
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Appendix F – Flow Chart of Robotic Selection
Start
Determine Inspection
Scope

4. Inspection tools per zone
Material
Limitation?

SS/Clad

Exclude Magnetic
crawler type
carrier

Future Gap

Divide vessel in Zones
based on DM

Cracking
detectable with
EC?

No

CS

DO FOR EACH ZONE

Damage
Mechanism?

Cracking

Inspect with EC?
Yes

Only look at future
carriers

Corrosion
Thinning/Pitting
Coating?

Yes

Allowed to drive
over with crawler?

No

Take into
account work
to open them

Determine entrance
possibilities

Internals create
barriers in the zone?

Yes

Acceptable with
mitigation measures?

No

Yes

Yes

Only look at carriers
which can carry EC
tools

Only consider carriers
that can carry high
quality inspection
cameras

Divide zones further so that each
zone can be entirely reached from
one access point
Need extra
cleaning for EC?

Exclude non ATEX
carriers/tools

Yes

Contamination?

Yes

Likely below
hazardous levels?

No

Exclude vulnerable
carriers/tools

No

No
No

No

Distance from
entrance > 5m?

Yes

Divide zones further so that each
zone is no more than 5m from each
access point

Close Visual (VI)?

Yes

Exclude crawler
type carrier

No

ATEX
Limitations?

No

Sufficient
cleanings from outside
possible with
chemicals?

Need extra
cleaning for VI?
(scaling/sludge
likely)

Yes

No

Consider only carriers
with cleaning
capabilities

No
No

1. General Vessel Specifications

5. Cleaning Requirements per zone

2. & 3. Define Zones

8. Select carrier and inspection tools
Any size/
orientation of entrance
limitations?

Yes

Exclude carrier
possibility for Zone

Reducing internal
scafolding?

Determine Cost of carrier
and inspection tool

Yes

Calculate cost and time
reduction
Evaluate Business Case

No
No
Reduction of
Isolating?
Any Reach
limitations in zone due to
size or internals?

Yes

Exclude carrier
possibility for Zone

No

Yes

Calculate cost and
time reduction

Will reduction of
intervention work reduce
turnaround durations?

Yes

Exclude carrier
possibility for Zone

6. Analyze reachability of zones by
carriers (use of simulation advised)
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Only take into account
direct cost saved

Build Inspection model and
confirm applicability

No

Reduction of
removing internals?

No

Select Carrier and
Inspection Tools

Calculate cost and
time reduction
No

Yes

Calculate total reduction of
T/A time and BOE saved +
direct cost saved

No

Reduction of
Cleaning?

Any reach
limitations in zone due to
area before access
point?

Yes

No

Yes

Calculate cost and
time reduction

Finish
Contact service
vendor to confirm
availability

7. Analyse Business case per carrier
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1 Introduction
This document provides an overview of the robotic inspection solution, the guidelines for
installation and setup, the use of the control software, and the limitations of the robot.

2 Robotic Inspection Solution Overview
This section provides an overview of the robotic inspection solution by making a distinction
between the robotic inspection system that is deployed inside the asset, and the peripherals
and other objects that are deployed outside the asset. The maximum distance allowed between
the robotic inspection system deployed inside the asset and the peripherals/objects outside the
asset are also indicated.

2.1 Robotic Inspection System
The robotic inspection system refers to the robot (carrier) deployed inside the asset. The
robotic inspection system consists of the robotic carrier, inspection equipment, the navigation
and control components, gas detection units and the umbilical cable(s).

Robotic Carrier
Provide high-level details of the components of the robotic carrier. For example:



State whether drive units are included and has integrated controller (specify voltage).
Specify the communication units, such as an Ethernet connection and umbilical cable
for power and data transfer.

Inspection equipment
List the inspection equipment that are installed on the robotic system. For example:





Inspection camera
UT probes
EC probes
etc.

Navigation and Control
List the components that support the navigation and control functions of the robotic carrier.
For example:







Laser sensor (specify type and voltage)
Laser class
Overhead camera
Sonar
Weld detection controls
etc.

Safety Controls and Detection
Specify the gas detection unit, or other safety systems that are installed on the robotic
inspection unit, or on the operator control unit. For example:
Infrared Gas Detector connected to automatic shut-off unit, pressure detection, loss of signal
detection, etc.
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Umbilical Cable
List the cables that comprise the umbilical cable. For example:







Robot power cable
Robot communication cable
Inspection equipment power cables
Inspection equipment communication
gas detector
etc.

2.2 Peripherals
Unlike the robotic inspection system that is deployed inside the asset, the peripherals remain
outside the asset. This section provides information on the various peripherals of the robotic
inspection solution.

Base Unit
List and specify the components of the base unit that provide power and communications to
the system, for example:





Power supply for robot
Ethernet router for robot communication power input (specify voltage)
Power output (specify voltage)
etc.

Inspection Equipment Supply Unit
List and specify the inspection equipment components in supply unit, for example:









Power Supply for light
Power Supply for inspection camera
Power Supply for overview camera
Power Supply for laser
Ethernet router for laser and camera communication power input (specify voltage)
Power outputs (specify voltage)
Water pump used for UT probe
etc.

Gas Detector Switch Unit
List the components of the gas detector switch unit, for example:





Power Supply for gas detector
Signal Input for gas detector
Power output for sensor (specify voltage)
Power output to base unit and inspection equipment supply unit (specify voltage)

Light source
List the light sources utilized to enable visibility for deployment of the robotic solutions into
the assets. For example:


Battery powered ATEX certified portable battery powered work light (specify light)
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Cable Set
List the various cables that will be located outside the asset. For example:





Power cables
Ethernet cables
Sensors cables
etc.

Operator Workstation
List the various controls that the workstation contains and enable the operator to perform
the inspection. For example:






User Interface (UI) PC
Monitor
Keyboard & mouse
Gamepad
Emergency stop button

Scaffolding
List the scaffolding and rails that need to be installed outside the asset to enable the
introduction of the robot. For example:




Scaffolding
Rails
Mechanism used to move the system along the rail

Recovery System
Specify the systems that must be present in the event that the robot fails inside the asset. For
example:




Manual hoist system
Human entry for recovery of the robot in case of power fail
Etc.

2.3 Distances
The lengths of the cables create a limit in the distance that the robotic solution can be from the
peripherals. Specify the lengths of the cables, and present these in an image, for example:




The robot can be a maximum of 10 meters from the supply unit.
The supply units can be a maximum of 20 meters from the operator.
Note the location of the power sources.
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3 Robotic Inspection System Operation
This section provides the operational requirements of the robotic inspection solution. Attention
is paid to the setup, deployment , control and retrieval of the robotic inspection system. A
section is also provided on the process of recovering the robotic inspection system in the event
of a failure as well as its decommissioning and packaging.

3.1 Setup of System
In order for the robotic inspection system to be deployed successfully, there are requirements
concerning the infrastructure. These include access and power requirements.

Infrastructure required
Specify the requirements for access:





Manhole diameter. Example: minimum 500 mm
Space requirements outside asset. Example: 3 x 3 m free area in front of manhole
Rain protection for the operator
Minimum dimensions of the asset allowed for deployment. Example: vessel diameter >
1.8m

List the power requirements:



One source at manhole (specify voltage)
Two sources at the operator location (specify voltage)

System Setup procedure
List the steps for setting up the robotic inspection system. For example:
1. Obtain work permit to ensure safe working environment.
2. Transport all equipment to a location close to the working platform.
3. Perform contamination measurement on the robot and the umbilical cable and on
the inspection equipment.
4. Test deployment tool and adapt to asset geometry manually if needed.
5. Install power outlets at the operator location and to asset manhole.
6. Mount the inspection equipment on the robot.
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Place robot on the floor in front of the manhole.
Connect robot to umbilical cable.
Attach umbilical and any other cables to robot.
Join the inspection equipment umbilical to robot umbilical for 2m distance using
tape.
Setup robot supply units close to the asset manhole.
Install weather protection to supply units.
Connect robot umbilical to the supply units.
Install Ethernet cable to connect the operator location to the supply units.
Connect the inspection equipment to the operator location and other required
equipment.
Setup the operators’ laptop PCs, Joystick etc. inside the mobile home.
Power-up the PCs and connect them through Ethernet to the robot supply units.
Power-up the supply units and wait for the gas detector to finish the self-testing.
Adjust the on-board camera position and if needed also focus, iris and shutter.
Perform a basic motion and functionality test with the robot still outside: motion, onboard camera and inspection equipment.
Place the Robot on the deployment tool.
Deploy the robot.
Mount the overview camera at the manhole.
Install the light source at the manhole.
etc.

3.2 System Deployment
Describe how the robotic inspection system is deployed inside the asset. For example:
The robotic system is deployed by a manually operated tool. The robot is held in place on the
tool by the magnetic forces of the wheels and drives off the tool controlled by the operator
once it is placed inside the asset.
Add illustration.

3.3 System Control
Description of the items used for operating the robot with a schematic picture explaining how
to use the controls.
Add a figure that shows the gamepad controls used to operate the system.
As well, some advises about driving the robot should be added in this section. For example:


When using the gamepad to drive the robot, smooth gradual motions should be used.
Sudden starts and stops should be avoided where possible.

3.4 System Limitations
List of the system limitations to be aware of when operating the robot. For example:





Workspace limitation
Speed limitation
Movement restrictions
Load limitations
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3.5 System Retrieval
Describe how the robotic inspection system is retrieved after inspection. For example:
The operator steers the robot onto the deployment tool and once it is placed there, an
operator pulls the tool out together with the robot.
Add illustration.

3.6 System Recovery in Case of Failure
Describe the process for recovering the robotic inspection system in the event of a failure. For
example:
In case of system failure, the robot should be recovered by doing the following:
1. Pull the robot out of the tether wire.
2. If the robot is trapped behind an obstacle or in a position which would be unsafe to
pull it away from, a trained and equipped operator must enter the asset and retrieve
the robot manually.
Add illustration.

3.7 System Decommissioning and Packaging
Describe the process for decommissioning and packaging the robotic inspection system after
use. For example:
















Steer robot onto deployment tool.
Power-off the robotic inspection system and the inspection equipment.
Remove the overview camera from the manhole.
Remove the light source from the manhole.
Remove robot from asset.
Disconnect umbilical cable from robot and from supply units.
Separate the inspection equipment cables from the robot umbilical.
Remove the inspection equipment from the robot.
Transport all equipment to a location close to the working platform
Clean the robot and the umbilical cable with disposable rugs.
Store the robot and the umbilical cable inside the transport case.
Perform contamination measurement on the robot.
Perform contamination measurement on the umbilical cable.
Perform contamination measurement on the inspection equipment.
Uninstall all cables and store the equipment in the transport boxes.

4 Robotic Inspection Solution Maintenance
This section describes the routine maintenance and periodic checks required by the
operator in accordance with the recommended service intervals. Any handling of the robot
outside of the guidelines set out in this document will void its warranty and may
considerably shorten equipment life.
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4.1 Removable parts and consumables
List of the robotic inspection solution components and internals that are removable or
replaceable by the operator and who should provide the services.
Ex: magnetic wheels with different magnetic force that can be replaced on site by the robot
operator.

4.2 Service interval
This section describes after how many deployments or interval of time the robotic inspection
system should complete before the first inspection and system’s performance evaluation. For
example:


The first service interval is required after 720 deployments (approximately 3-6 months
depending on use).

4.3 Usage log
This section describes the information that the end user should keep, on a per session basis, for
a better understanding about the system usage. For example:





Operator name
Types of deployments that are being performed
Approximate number of deployments during the session
Any observations, such as unexpected behaviour by the system

Add a logbook that should be filled by the end user in the appendix.
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Definitions
Define acronyms and terms used in this guide. Below is a table containing some suggestions.

Carrier

The robot or device that is deployed for remote inspection and moves
the equipment around to bring the inspection tools to the designated
locations
Corrosion Risk
An assessment of the susceptibility of the structure under investigation
Assessment (CRA)
to all in-service degradation mechanisms that may affect it. The CRA is
not restricted to simply those degradation mechanisms related to
corrosion
Defect
A defect is here taken to be a flaw that limits the operation of the
equipment or renders the equipment unfit for its specified service in its
current state
Degradation mechanism A mechanism by which integrity of the equipment could potentially be
impaired, e.g. erosion, fatigue, creep, brittle fracture, wall loss etc.
Indication
An observed (measured, detected) discontinuity in material condition
or construction
Inspection tool
The device that is carried by the carrier to the designated location to
conduct the inspection, either by transmitting visual image or
performing some kind of NDE
NDE (or NDT)
Non-Destructive Examination (or Testing) – is a wide group of analysis
techniques used in science and industry to evaluate the properties of a
material, component or system without causing damage
RBI
Risk Based Inspection – a structured risk based approach for
determining degradation mechanisms and inspection intervals and
scope
RII
Remote (or Robotic) Internal Inspection – the method of internally
inspecting pressure equipment by using remotely operated inspection
tools, without humans entering the equipment
Robot
A machine capable of carrying out a complex series of actions, either
(semi or fully) autonomously, or by means of remote control
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1 Introduction
This procedure defines the requirements to ensure the safe operation of the robotic inspection
solution. It ensures that all robotic inspections get carried out in such a manner that a safe
system of work is in operation at all times.

2 General Worksite Safety
Anyone involved with the robotic inspection of assets at a site must perform their work
according to the local site rules and standards.

3 Permit to Work
All work shall be undertaken in accordance with the requirements of any applicable Permit to
Work System / safe system of work. A robotic deployment permit shall be raised prior to the
actual deployment of the robotic inspection solution.
Dependent upon the nature of the work being undertaken, additional Permits to Work may be
required, e.g. hot work permit, working at height, isolation certificates, etc.
A Risk Assessment shall be undertaken wherever practical, prior to the raising of the Permit(s)
to Work/ safe system of work (SSW).

4 Assessment of Risks
All potentially exposed asset areas must be assessed before robot deployment. Without a risk
assessment and the development of a SSW no inspection tasks are to be performed. The
assessment should cover the following, but are not limited to:




Identification of Hazards: this will include hazards identified for the work undertaken
(i.e. Radiography, Ultrasonic Testing Inspection, etc.)
Control measures (Including, SSW / PTW / Emergency and Rescue measures /
competent persons)
Risk Evaluation – measurement of the controls, to evaluate if it is safe to entre and
conduct work.

A risk assessment template can be found in Appendix D.

5 Control Measures
Prior to the robotic inspection, the asset owner shall have the asset cleaned and prepared for
robotic inspection.

5.1 Pre–Inspection Briefing
All robotic inspection deployment activities should have a pre-inspection briefing/discussion.
This should include (as minimum) the following discussion points:







Review of Hazards and controls within the asset
Safe access and egress
System of Work – how the job/task will be undertaken in the safest effective manner
Equipment use, limitation and expectations
Communications/Signalling i.e. ongoing discussion and raising the alarm
Emergency arrangements and rescue plans

FP7 610401
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A toolbox talk checklist can be found in Appendix A.

5.2 Communication
All people involved in the robotic inspection process must establish and maintain robust
communication methods. There must be a system for raising the alarm for emergency and
communicating with standby personnel. All communications must be check prior entry.

5.3 Personnel Protective Equipment
Personnel must wear the appropriate PPE, as identified with the risk assessment and site local
rules. Where Specialist PPE is required i.e. Breathing apparatus systems (BA), employees must
have suitable training and provisions to operate the equipment safely. All training record must
be recorded. Note: All BA systems require the user/operator to conduct a face fit test.

5.4 Isolation
The asset must be isolated mechanically. It must be isolated from any source of flammable or
toxic liquids, gases, any products that cause engulfment or other hazards. The isolation shall
form an integral part of the risk assessment. All isolations must be checked for operability
before deploying the inspection robot.

5.5 Access and Egress
A safe means of safe access and egress shall be provided to and from the asset. Assessment of
the access and egress provisions must be considered before deploying the inspection robot.
This provision must consider the use of rescue and emergency arrangements.

5.6 Lighting
Lighting should be sufficient to conduct the required work activity. Note: lighting may cause
secondary hazards i.e. electrical sparks. Equipment must be checked and approved by the
client before being deployed in the asset. The equipment user is to physically check all
equipment before entry.

5.7 Equipment Management
The equipment and materials deployed in the asset for inspection purposes can create
potentially hazardous conditions. An assessment of the equipment introduced must be carried
out in the risk assessment process.

5.8 Chemical Management
The asset may have been cleaned or purged prior entry. This may result in remaining waste
residue. This residue depending on type may have negative atmospheric and chemical effects.
The Risk Assessment must consider the hazard effects of any agent used within the cleaning
process, as this may cause adverse effects to the working environment.
Chemical products or by-products of a task, used within the confined space must be individual
assessed using the applicable MSDS or COSHH risk assessment. (For example Aerosols,
Cylinders, welding fume and paint types). Products may cause flammable or explosive
element in particular environments. Each product should be assessed for its application/use in
the identified asset atmosphere.
Technicians should be aware that waste residue from insulating, coating and protective
materials i.e. solvents, can be exposed when conducting preparation for NDT disciplines.
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5.9 Ventilation
Under normal circumstances, all manways, ports and orifices should be opened to promote
ventilation (in the event of the opening being positioned above drains etc., this may not be
required).
The following points should be noted with regards to ventilation requirements within an
asset:
















The asset shall be adequately ventilated. Air monitoring equipment shall be utilised to
monitor air quality where necessary.
Pneumatically operated, air equipment and / or jetting equipment must be electrically
bonded to an appropriate point to prevent build-up of static electricity.
The air mover / ventilation inlet should be in such a position so only clean air supplied.
Account should be taken of the discharge positions of any vents and emissions from any
local engines. Changes of wind direction is likely to affect the air intakes this should
always be considered.
The air mover discharge shall be so positioned in such a manner so that it will not
constitute a hazard, i.e. shall not pollute ventilation inlets, compressor inlets. Care
should be taken that it does not impede any work that may be ongoing under the
control of other permits. Personnel should be aware that even with air movers, certain
areas within the asset might still remain contaminated. Only serviced and maintained
equipment should be used, physical inspection to be conducted by a competent person.
The appropriate gas tests shall be performed prior to the initial deployment of the
inspection robot in the asset. Testing of the atmosphere may only be carried out by a
competent person, i.e. one having been trained in the use of gas testing equipment.
Special care should be taken with regards to the gas testing equipment to be used.
In such cases where the asset has been purged with an inert gas (e.g. nitrogen) then
equipment suitable for use in such circumstances shall be used. Suitable gas tests are to
be performed prior to entry.
A standby man must be appointed and appropriate rescue plan agreed. Special
attention shall be given to determine whether any sludge or other feature likely to
contain or release gas is present. Special notice should be taken of access capabilities
within the asset, and such additional access as may be necessary to affect a safe entry
shall be provided.
The asset shall be ventilated, cleaned and flushed as is necessary. Oxygen must never
be used to “sweeten” the atmosphere of a confined space since it greatly increases the
fire / explosive risk. If oxygen is to be used an air quality test must be completed prior
entering.
Any equipment provided for the continuous monitoring of atmospheric conditions must
be used as per the training provided and site safety requirements.

6 Competence, Training and Supervision
Persons responsible and involved with the robotic inspection should be competent in
performing their responsibilities at all times. They should receive the necessary training and the
presence of a competent supervisor is a requirement.
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6.1 Competence
All persons involved in the robotic inspection, whether in supervising, planning or
implementing the safe system of work or in participating in the rescue arrangements should
be competent to carry out their roles without compromising their own safety or that of
others. To achieve this, adequate training, practice and experience in the particular role is
necessary.

6.2 Training
The complexity of the task and the responsibility of the role will determine the level of
training required. Training should involve demonstrations and practical exercises as
appropriate. Persons involved in robotic inspection should be fully informed and have a
complete understanding of the potential hazards that exist.

6.3 Supervision
Supervision or leadership is essential to ensure that the devised safe system of work is
implemented correctly. The supervisor or team leader will need a complete understanding of
the potential hazards and of the system of work employed.

7 Duties
All persons involved in the robotic inspection have duties to fulfil.

7.1 Robot Operators
The robot operators have to read, understand and work in accordance with control measures
as identified within the risk assessment / PTW and equipment limitations. They have the duty
to work in a safe manner and not to violate and local rules. Equipment should be used only as
intended.

7.2 Inspection Engineer
The inspection engineer role is to give instructions to the robot/inspection operator(s) on
where to position the inspection equipment, and/or robot to perform the inspection. In
addition, their role includes the assessment of the relevant inspection findings and will
generate the inspection report.

7.3 Inspector (Area Inspection Engineer)
The inspector engineer of a specific area of expertise performs assessment of the inspection
according to specification, reviews correctness of inspection results (quality and coverage) and
assesses technical integrity of the asset as basis for taking the asset back into operation.

7.4 Inspection System Operators
The inspection system operator is responsible for correct operation, settings and testing of
inspection system in accordance with the standard operating procedure. The operator will be
certified, and has experience, on this particular equipment.

7.5 Supervisor
The inspection supervisor plans and oversees the work and training of subordinate field and
technical inspection work to determine compliance with applicable laws, regulations, permits
and the best management practices. These include, but are not limited to:
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Planning, assigning, coordinating and monitoring work and training of subordinates;
Consulting and advising administrators concerning proposed changes in policy and
work procedures;
Interpreting laws, rules, and regulations and applying such interpretation to specific
cases or situations;
Completing reports on activities for review and approval by an administrator;
Investigating complaints of no responses or unsatisfactory responses to reported
suspected environmental harm;
Ensuring compliance with applicable laws, regulations, permits, and best management
practices;
May respond directly to spills and complaints.

7.6 Standby Man
Where a standby man has been appointed, he must be fully briefed by the leader of the work
group and by the operator / safety officer as appropriate and be familiarised with the
requirements of the task. The standby man’s duties shall include, but are not limited to:









Maintaining a record of asset entry and exit.
Keeping effective surveillance by one or more of the following methods:
o Line of sight (not always possible)
o Voice contact (allowing for distance and ambient noise)
o Radio communications
o Prearranged signals on air klaxons / whistles etc.
o Prearranged lifeline signals
o Distress signal unit
Being equipped with an intrinsically safe communication device (e.g. radio, telephone
etc.), to summon assistance rapidly if necessary.
Being aware of his responsibilities with regards to what to do in the event of an
emergency.
Ensuring that all the required safety and rescue equipment is readily available and
periodically function tested.
Being aware of the location and operation of the nearest telephone and manual alarm
call point.
Being fully conversant with, and competent to use, the resuscitation equipment
provided.

8 Rescue Plan
Before any operation is commenced, a rescue plan shall be agreed with the appropriate levels
of supervision / management. This rescue plan shall form part of the risk assessment. The basic
requirements for any rescue plan are as follows:





The position of the entry with regard to the surrounding operations and equipment.
The number and position of all access ways.
The availability of personnel to affect a rescue.
Suitable and sufficient emergency equipment available.

Where the asset owner has established a rescue station, it shall contain:
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Fully charged BA sets
Torches
Resuscitator
Stretcher
Resuscitation harness
Additional gas meters
Oxygen alarms

A detailed rescue plan can be found in Appendix C.

9 Robotic Deployment Checklist
The check list should be conducted prior to deployment of the robotic inspection system in the
asset and in conjunction with the entry risk assessment. This checklist must be utilised in all
circumstances where no other Permission to Work/ safe system of work exists. Other system
may be used i.e. clients requirements. If there are any identified problems when completing the
check list appropriate action should be implemented prior to entry.
The robotic deployment checklist is available in Appendix B.

10 Robotic Inspection Close-Out
Prior to the final permit being signed off, the area should be checked by the authoriser of the
permit to confirm that the area has been cleared of all work materials etc. Immediately after
this final inspection, all the man-way doors should be fitted to prevent further access.
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Appendix A –Toolbox Talk Checklist
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Appendix B – Robotic Deployment Checklist
Step description

Responsible
person

Complete?

Step 1. Discuss Risk Based Inspection
Collect RBI data

Inspector

Carry out Corrosion Risk Assessment

Inspector

Consider Non-Intrusive Inspection (NII) options

Inspector

Fill out inspection scope document

Inspector



What degradation mechanisms are present?



What defects do we need to look for?

Document any
inspection
scope
 other
How can
we detect
these defects?

Inspector

Step 2. Select carrier and inspection tools
Analyse general blockers with regards
to:


Material



Coating



Diameter/size



Presence of internals

 Area limitations
Indicate corrosion zones on model/drawing
 ATEX
limitationsand if necessary
Identify all entrance
possibilities

Inspector

Inspector
Inspector

split up corrosion
zones based on
accessibility
 Contamination
with
hazardous and
elements
internals
List all possible inspection tools per zone

Inspector

Analyse condition of zone and list cleaning requirements

Inspector

List carrier/inspection tool options for each zone

Inspector

Prepare business case based on cost of deployment
and reduction of intervention cost and production
deferment
Compare business cases and select carrier/inspection tool

Inspector
Inspector

Step 3. Write inspection procedure
Confirm acceptance of RII by local authorities/regulators

Inspector

Define routing of robot and camera in model

Service vendor

Create inspection procedure document

Service vendor
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Inspector

Step 4. Organize inspection and manage operational aspects
Organise Task Risk Analysis


Permit holder

Are the necessary people invited for the TRA
meeting?



Are there ATEX limitations?



Is VOC gas detection necessary?

 Is there possible benzene/mercury/LSA
Organise extra cleaning (if applicable)
contamination?
Organise scaffolding (if applicable)
 Is hoisting necessary?
 In case of scaffolding by service vendor,
check for local requirements
Analyse movement of operators and RII tools
outside equipment


Inspector
Inspector

Inspector

Is there sufficient space for controls not too
far away from the equipment?



Will tools or controls need to be moved
across the site?
Arrange power supply, make sure there are sufficient sockets Inspector
Check service vendor electrical equipment for certification

Inspector

Arrange for weather protection for controls

Inspector

Arrange emergency recovery system

Service vendor

Make sure permit holder is known

Inspector

Check site entry requirements including necessary training
for all involved personnel

Inspector

Step 5. Analyse results
Create inspection report(s)

Service vendor

Interpret report(s) and follow up in RBI process

Inspector

Store inspection data

Inspector
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Appendix C – Rescue Plan
Insert Robot Rescue Plan here
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Appendix D – Risk Assessment
Insert Risk Assessment Here:
Personal Injury, Environmental and Equipment Risk Matrix
Likelihood of Occurrence
UNLIKELY
POSSIBLE

VERY UNLIKELY

Hazard Severity

PERSONAL INJURY or
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT or
EQUIPMENT - PROPERTY DAMAGE

NEGLIBLE

Little or no chance
of occurrence /
never heard of in
industry

Conceivable but
would require
multiple failure of
systems and
controls

Could happen
when
additional
factors
are present but
unlikely to occur

LOW

LOW

LOW

No disruption to operations:
• Potential for slight injury
(First Aid)
• Potential for slight effect
• Potential for slight damage
(€5000)

LIKELY
Not certain to
happen but
additional
factors
may result in an
accident /
incident
has happened
previously

FP7 610401
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SLIGHT

Brief Disruption to Operations:
• Potential for Minor Injury
(medical Treatment)
• Potential for Minor Effect
(temporary
contamination)
• Potential for Minor Damage
(<€50,000)

LOW

LOW

LOW

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

MODERATE

Partial Shutdown:
▪ Potential for Major Injury
(Days Away From Work
or Restricted Duty)
▪ Potential for Local Effect
(recoverable
environmental loss / repeated
exceedence)
▪ Potential for Local Damage
(<$1,00,000)

LOW

LOW

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

HIGH

HIGH

Partial Operational Loss
▪ Potential for Single Fatality
▪ Potential for Major Effect
(Severe damage
extended loss of contaminant)
▪ Potential for Major Damage
(<€1,000,000)

LOW

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

HIGH

HIGH

FP7 610401
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VERY HIGH

Substantial Operational Loss
• Potential for Multiple
Fatalities
• Potential for Massive Effect
(Widespread chronic effect)
• Potential for Extensive
Damage (>€1,000,000)

Risk Level

LOW

FP7 610401
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MEDIUM
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HIGH

HIGH

Action and Time-scale
Hazards with risk ratings in the lighter shaded areas can be
considered as adequately controlled risk. No additional
controls are required. Consideration may be given to more
cost-effective solution or improvement that imposes no
additional cost burden. Monitoring is required to ensure that
the controls are maintained.

MEDIUM

Efforts should be made to reduce the risk where practical. Risk
reduction measures should be implemented within a defined
time period. Where risk involves work in progress, action
should be taken.

HIGH

Work should not be started or continued until the risk has
been reduced. If it is not possible to reduce the risk even with
unlimited resources, work must remain
prohibited and a safer method found to complete the task.
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Pressure Vessel Inspection
Procedure
Work Package 5 Delivery D5.2

PETROBOT Report on Pressure Vessel Inspection
Procedures

Date: Thursday, 30 June 2016

Definitions
Asset(s) – pressure vessels and aboveground storage tanks that are to be inspected
Equipment – items used for the inspection, for example robot lifters, cameras, tools etc.
ATEX - EU directive describing what equipment is allowed in an environment with an explosive
atmosphere
Inspection tools – cameras, scanners, sensors and other electronic equipment that are used to
perform inspections
LSA – Low Specific Activity
VOC – Volatile Organic Compound
GVI – General Visual Inspection
CVI – General Visual Inspection / Close Visual Inspection
NDE – Non-Destructive Examination
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1 Introduction
This document serves as a procedure for the [type of inspection] of [vessel name] vessel at [site name]
by [inspection service provider name]. The vessel details are filled in below:
ITEM
Asset Number
Asset Name
Asset Site Location
Onshore/Offshore
Description of Asset (its function etc.)
Type of Inspection
Selected Inspection method

Information

2 Scope
[The scope should provide a high-level explanation of what the inspection is about. Define







type of inspection (RBI, Regulatory, etc.),
where the inspection will take place (inside/outside the asset),
what degradation mechanism is presented,
which defects the inspection is looking for,
how are these going to be detected (the reference to the systematic method), and finally
why a particular robot and tool is deemed suitable for this scope.]

For example:
The inspection of VESSEL XYZ will include the following scope:







RBI identified that this asset was at risk
Close visual inspection of all circumferential, longitudinal & attachment weld profiles are
required
Visually inspect vessel shell, dome ends for damage / deterioration
Remote close visual inspection of the vessel shell internal surface and coating for evidence
of corrosion, wastage, coating breakdown or damage. This will be carried out as per the
procedure in chapter
The selection of ROBOT X with TOOL Y was selected due to its ability to perform remote
visual inspection and its ability to carry EC tools for crack detection

3 Codes and Specific Procedures
The local authorities/regulators need to confirm their acceptance of the robotic inspection.
Legislation are typically country-specific.
The codes below are used in this procedure:
[enter all relevant codes and procedures], such as
- NEN-EN 13927 Non Destructive Testing Visual Testing Equipment
- NEN-EN 13018 Non Destructive Testing Visual General principles
Confidential
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- NEN-EN 13018/A1 Non Destructive Testing Visual General principles
- ASME V 2011a Article 9
- ASME XI 2007
- EN 473 or ISO 9712 Nondestructive qualification and certification of NDO personnel

4 Personnel Roles and Responsibilities
This section provides a list of the people involved in the inspection, with their corresponding roles and
certifications.

4.1 Description of Roles and Responsibilities
The table below lists the roles and responsibilities of the involved parties.
Role

Robot Operator

Inspection system
operators

Inspection Engineer

Inspector (Area
Inspection Engineer)

Other
General

Description of role
Is responsible for correct operation, settings and
testing of robot system in accordance with the
standard operating procedure. The operator will be
certified, and has experience, on this particular
equipment.
Is responsible for correct operation, settings and
testing of inspection system in accordance with the
standard operating procedure. The operator will be
certified, and has experience, on this particular
equipment.
This role is to give instructions to the
robot/inspection operator(s) on where to position
the inspection equipment, and/or robot to perform
the inspection. In addition, their role includes the
assessment of the relevant inspection findings and
will generate the inspection report.
Performs assessment of the inspection according to
specification, reviews correctness of inspection
results (quality and coverage) and assesses technical
integrity of the asset as basis
for taking the asset back into operation
Include other roles, for example riggers etc. (or
those helping set up etc.) that are not included in
the main list
List general responsibilities for all personnel

Responsibility
(Company)

all

4.2 Personnel role details
The people below and their roles for this inspection are defined:
FP7 610401
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Name 1
Name 2
Name n

Company
Company 1
Company 2
Company n

Description of role
Activities 1
Activities 2
Activities n

Date: Thursday, 30 June 2016

Certifications
Certification 1
Certification 2
Certification n

5 Operational Conditions
For the best inspection results, the surface should be freely accessible, dry, clean and free of
sharp edges. The operators should have enough freedom of movement to install the inspection
equipment and to operate them. This section describes the operational considerations to satisfy
inspection scope and conduct safe deployment.

5.1 Safety
Describes what the inspector should do according to the requirement of the end user at the
inspection location and what is written in the permits. Also, provide a few lines about ATEX
mitigation and reference to appendix B where detailed ATEX statement mentioned. Same with
contamination.

5.2 Cleaning and Asset Readiness
Describe here the cleaning and asset readiness requirements that must be provided before
starting the inspection. Provide detail on what the robots require before going into the asset.
E.g. does the vessel need spading, does the tank need to be nitrogen purged etc. If you require
equipment to be accessible (please list), that will be taken as accessible for human entry. Only
manhole needs to be opened (depending on local procedures of course).
For example: Vessel X must be clean, dry, accessible, etc. and ready for human entry due to ATEX
statement below.

ATEX Statement
Describe the ATEX readiness of the technology.

5.3 Scaffolding Requirements
Describe the technical requirements for scaffolding at the inspection location.
For example: what are the dimensions of the platform and what is the maximum weight it should
support.

5.4 Hoisting
Some robots will require hoisting to reach the asset access location, due to the robot dimensions
or location of the manhole. If hoisting is necessary, describe here information such as extra space
needed for lifting, operators to guide the hoist, the effect hoisting will have in the planning of
the inspection and any other operations near the job.
Keep in mind that hoisting is not limited to the use of cranes, but also includes the use of pulleys.

5.5 Control Methods
Describe in this section the distances that should be respected for a safe operation of the
equipment. Recommended to include illustrations.
For example:
FP7 610401
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5.6 Power Supply
In this section, a list of power sources and location needed on site for all the equipment should
be provided. A clear distinction between the power needed at each section of the vessel is
required. In addition, the voltage inside the vessel (being used inside the robot) is important.
Please include illustrations like the example above.

5.7 Equipment Requirements
Provide a list of all the certifications for the utilized equipment that should be checked before
they can be used.

5.8 Weather Protection
Provide information for sheltering of all necessary electrical equipment against bad weather
conditions.

5.9 Emergency Recovery
Provide instructions and a list of the recovery method(s) of the robot or inspection tool in case
of power loss or other events.
Reference required operational document where recovery procedure is described, for example:
FAST System Operation Procedure

5.10 Temperature
Specify the operational temperature range for the equipment and asset.
For example: The operational temperature within the asset should be between 0º C and 45ºC

FP7 610401
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6 Equipment
This section provides information on the equipment that will be utilised for the inspection of the
asset. Information on the calibration and maintenance of the equipment as well as possible
limitations to the equipment are provided. Finally, any requirements around the storage of the
equipment are also stated.

6.1 List of Equipment
List of all the equipment and special tools the inspector will use (give full details):
Examples:
-

camera, joysticks, cables
Robot, cable
Industrial PC for digital registration
UT, EC probes
Walk talks

Example of camera and lighting details include details of camera system with optical and
digital zoom available, any lighting arrangements, control software information, image
software information. See table below:
ITEM
Camera make & model
Resolution
Zoom (Max/Min)
Focus range
Iris
Electronic Shutter
Sensitivity
Field-of-View (FOV)
Construction
Dimension

Information

6.2 Calibration and Maintenance
Before starting the inspection, the Inspection Engineer shall ensure that all testing and
recording equipment used in the execution of the inspection are recorded. The tools should be
checked and adjusted according to the requirements before the inspection. Listed here are the
calibrating and any maintenance items that need to be checked, along with the time that is
required.
Please reference any external documents here that contain any calibration procedures.
Describe how each of the systems are calibrated and maintained and where this was done. These
systems are:





FP7 610401
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Navigation camera
Inspection camera
Safety systems
Etc.
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6.3 Equipment limitation
List any limitations that could affect the scope of the inspection.

6.4 Equipment Storage Requirements
List any storage requirements that are needed for the equipment. This also includes any
consumables and the storage of possible contaminated equipment. This can be written as an
external document, and if so, please reference the document here.

FP7 610401
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7 Inspection Planning
In this section, a detailed plan should be provided of the features that are being inspected. This
plan should also indicate:
-

-

The desired movement of the inspection tool
A vessel coordinate system, including:
o the zero point of the vessel (starting point),
o direction (positive/negative, clock-wise/counter clock-wise)
The order of features to inspect should be defined.

For example: Inspection points associated with the inspection of the vessel [X]. The numbering
and inspection location are shown below. When there is a discontinuity, the following should be
in the reported: position vehicle in the vessel and the clock position of the camera with the angle
of the camera.

7.1 Desired Platform movement
This section should describe where the platform starts, where it goes, etc.
For example: The platform will move from the manhole to the end of the vessel in the inspection
direction. If possible, provide diagrams and flow charts.

7.2 Vessel coordinate system
For data gathering, a geometrical position and/ or compass point system shall be used for the
accurate location of Feature Test Points and results.
For enhancement of detail in more critical applications, such as the reporting of anomalies, then
the use of clock positions may be necessary. The 12 o’clock position shall always be at Top or
North point of any feature see
Drawings of the asset should be added to this section to indicate the coordinate system.
Example: The zero point of the vessel is the top of the vessel (12 o’clock) should always point to
the Top or North point of any feature. The inspection direction will be clockwise for circulate
inspection.
Please provide diagrams of the vessel being inspected. This will also serve as a reference for
recording and locating the position of defects.

FP7 610401
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Vessel Orientation drawing

7.3 Inspection point order
This list should provide the items to be in inspection, in order. Please provide labels of the
features and their numbers on the vessel drawing. Also, indicate the point of entry for the
inspection.
Order
1

Inspection of
Feature 1

2

Feature 2

n

Feature n

Entrance
Entry 1 (e.g.
manway)
Entry 1
Entry n (e.g.
nozzle 1)

Configuration tool
Type of tool,
adjustment
Type of tool,
adjustment
Type of tool,
adjustment

Explanation
Comments
Comments
Comments

7.4 Inspection Area Limits
Describe the areas, via illustrations, where the inspection technology is limited. These can be
either limited visibility, only reachable via digital zoom of camera, or that it is not physically
reachable via the robot/inspection equipment.
It important to list any limitations, as in area that cannot be inspected, for example any problems
in orienting NDT tool over certain area of the vessel.
FP7 610401
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7.5 Inspection Path
Describe the path that the inspection tool will take in order to reach all the inspection points
listed in the previous section.
Supporting 3D model
Recommendation: For scoping and testing the procedure before the inspection, a 3D simulation
may be very beneficial. It enhances the understanding of how selected tools cover the inspected
equipment, and how it can be integrated to real time inspection to show the location of the
robot and inspection tool. This helps the inspector to orientate and determine which part of the
equipment the inspector is looking at.

FP7 610401
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8 Inspection Process
In this section, a detailed systematic plan will be listed based on the features that are being inspected
in Section 7.3. This will act as a guide for the inspection operators to perform the inspection. Included
in this section are the steps for getting the robot to the asset are listed, what NDE to perform at each
feature, where to move to next, and how to remove the robot from the asset.

8.1 Entry
Describe the steps to getting the robot into the asset. Describe how the robot will be brought to the
manway and how it will be launched into the asset; then what it will start doing once inside. If possible,
provide diagrams and flow charts.

8.2 Internal Inspection
Describe the steps when starting to inspect the regions of interest. Include how to get to the first region
of interest, and then perform GVI, then CVI, etc. then move the next. If possible, provide diagrams and
flow charts.

8.3 Retrieval
Describe the steps for getting the robot out of the asset. Describe how the robot will be brought to the
retrieval tool and taken out of the manway. If possible, provide diagrams and flow charts.

FP7 610401
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9 Inspection results
The inspection must be conducted in the presence of a certified inspector with experience in
recognizing the degradation mechanisms by the inspection tool.
All anomalies shall be thoroughly investigated at the time of discovery with a full report made of their
extent and location on the drawing of the vessel. The results should be presented in a report format
that is accepted by the inspector. The report must including live footage, photographs, data sets, etc.

10 Reporting
At completion of an inspection, it shall be the responsibility of the Inspection Engineer to write and
issue an Inspection Report using the reporting forms available. The inspection engineer tasked with
the investigation will prepare a report in which the inspection results can be found.
Reporting should be as concise as practically possible but must include reference to the aspects
covered by the inspection; any omissions should be highlighted along with reasons as to why
inspection could not be achieved. Defects must be accurately recorded with reference to extent and
location with supporting material (photographs, videos etc.) as necessary. The reporting document
should include at least the following items:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Data from the inspection engineer
Drawing number.
Data of the inspected equipment.
The inspected areas (see inspection scope).
Procedure under which the inspection was conducted.
Exact location of the details recorded.
Equipment used.
Date of the inspection.
Names inspectors and qualifications.
The client contact / name
Found deviations and discontinuities
From / to (where the inspection is starting and the direction of inspection) Entrance
(where one enters the equipment)
Reason for inspection
Recorded photos and videos of the inspection
Recording of limiting factors for accessibility of the equipment
Drawings illustrating size, viewing direction and location deviations.

The service providers are to produce their own reporting format, which covers the aforementioned
items.

FP7 610401
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Appendix A: Reference Documents
Add here a list of all the reference documents that may be requirement as part of the inspection
procedure. For example:
-

Report templates
Robot operational procedures
Inspection scope documents
Legal documents
Task Risk Analysis (TRA)
Certification documents
Personnel documents
Etc.

FP7 610401
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Appendix B: Inspection Safety
This section outlines some typical safety aspects regarding robotic inspection solutions that should be
taken into consideration prior to inspection of the asset.

ATEX and Intrinsic Safety
Check is the robot and inspection tool have intrinsic safety certification for ATEX zone 0 or 1. If
not the necessary measures must be taken, such as cleaning or installing gas detection sensors.

VOC
Gas tests to be performed during or before the inspection tool enter the asset.

Toxic and Hazardous Substances
Several toxic substances will be measured in the gas testing. However, due to toxicity or
carcinogenicity it may be required to measure other levels of substances that make the
atmosphere permissible for human entry.

Hoisting
A list of the risks associated with hoisting will be also necessary for guarantee the safety on site.
[Add others]

FP7 610401
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Work Package 5 Delivery D5.2
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Definitions
Asset(s) –aboveground storage tanks that are to be inspected
Equipment – items used for the inspection, for example robot lifters, cameras, tools etc.
ATEX - EU directive describing what equipment is allowed in an environment with an explosive
atmosphere
Inspection tools – cameras, scanners, sensors and other electronic equipment that are used to
perform inspections
LSA – Low Specific Activity
VOC – Volatile Organic Compound
GVI – General Visual Inspection
CVI – General Visual Inspection / Close Visual Inspection
NDE – Non-Destructive Examination
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1 Introduction
This document serves as a procedure for the [type of inspection] of [tank name] at [site name] by
[inspection service provider name]. The tank details are filled in below:
ITEM
Tank Number
Tank Name
Tank Site Location
Onshore/Offshore
Description of Tank (its function etc.)
Type of Inspection
Selected Inspection method

Information

2 Scope
[The scope should provide a high-level explanation of what the inspection is about. Define type of
inspection (RBI, Regulatory, etc.), where the inspection will take place (interior/exterior of the
tank), what degradation mechanism is presented, which defects the inspection is looking for, how
are these going to be detected (the reference to the systematic method), and finally why a
particular robot and tool is suitable for this scope.]
For example:
The tank inspection will include the following scope:





RBI identified that this asset was at risk
Visual inspection and detection of corrosion at overlap welds in lined tank floor
Visually inspect tank shell, roof for damage / deterioration
The selection of ROBOT X with TOOL Y was selected due to its ability to perform remote
visual inspection and its ability to carry EC tools for crack detection

3 Codes and Specific Procedures
The local authorities/regulators need to confirm their acceptance of the robotic inspection.
Legislation are typically country-specific.
The codes below are used in this procedure:
- [enter all relevant codes and procedures]
- API 653 - Tank Inspection, Repair, Alteration, and Reconstruction
- EEMUA 159 - Users' Guide to the Inspection, Maintenance and Repair of Above ground Vertical
Cylindrical Steel Storage Tanks
-EN 473 or ISO 9712 Nondestructive qualification and certification of NDO personnel

4 Personnel Roles and Responsibilities
This section provides a list of the people involved in the inspection, with their corresponding roles and
certifications.
FP7 610401
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4.1 Description of Roles and Responsibilities
The table below lists the roles and responsibilities.
Role

Robot Operator

Inspection system
operators

Inspection Engineer

Inspector (Area
Inspection Engineer)

Other
General

Description of role

Responsibility
(Company)

Is responsible for correct operation, settings and
testing of robot system in accordance with the
standard operating procedure. The operator will be
certified, and has experience, on this particular
equipment.
Is responsible for correct operation, settings and
testing of inspection system in accordance with the
standard operating procedure. The operator will be
certified, and has experience, on this particular
equipment.
This role is to give instructions to the
robot/inspection operator(s) on where to position
the inspection equipment, and/or robot to perform
the inspection. In addition, their role includes the
assessment of the relevant inspection findings and
will generate the inspection report.
Performs assessment of the inspection according to
specification, reviews correctness of inspection
results (quality and coverage) and assesses technical
integrity of the asset as basis
for taking the asset back into operation
Include other roles, for example riggers etc. (or
those helping set up etc.) that are not included in
the main list
List general responsibilities for all personnel

all

4.2 Personnel role details
The people below and their roles for this inspection are defined:
Name
Name 1
Name 2
Name n

Company
Company 1
Company 2
Company n

Description of role
Activities 1
Activities 2
Activities n

Certifications
Certification 1
Certification 2
Certification n

5 Operational Conditions
For the best inspection results, the surface should be freely accessible and free of sludge and
debris. The operators should have enough freedom of movement to install the inspection
equipment and to operate them. This section describes the operational considerations to satisfy
inspection scope and conduct safe deployment.

5.1 Safety
Describes what the inspector should do according to the requirement of the end user at the
inspection location and what is written in the permits. Also, provide a few lines about ATEX
FP7 610401
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mitigation and reference to appendix 2 where detailed ATEX statement mentioned. Same with
contamination.

5.2 Cleaning and Asset Preparation
Describe here the cleaning and asset readiness requirements that must be provided before
starting the inspection. Please be detailed in what the robots required before going into the
asset. E.g. does the tank need sludge profiling and desludging, the maximum depth of sludge
allowed inside the tank without constrains to the robot manoeuvre, etc. If you require equipment
to be accessible (please list), that will be taken as accessible for human entry. Only manhole
needs to be opened (depending on local procedures of course).
For example: Tank X must be clean, accessible, etc. and ready for human entry due to ATEX
statement below.

ATEX Statement
Describe the ATEX readiness of the technology.

5.3 Scaffolding Requirements
Describe the technical requirements for scaffolding at the inspection location.
For example: what are the dimensions of the platform and what is the maximum weight it should
support.

5.4 Hoisting
Most robots will require hoisting to reach the asset access location, due to the robot dimensions
or location of the manhole. If hoisting is necessary, describe here information such as extra space
needed for lifting, operators to guide the hoist, the effect hoisting will have in the planning of
the inspection and any other operations near the job.
Is good to keep in mind hoisting is not limited to the use of cranes, but also includes the use of
pulleys.

5.5 Control Methods
Describe in this section the distances that should be respected for a safe operation of the
equipment. Recommended to include illustrations.
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5.6 Power Supply
In this section, a list of power sources and location needed on site for all the equipment should
be provided. A clear distinction between the power requirements needed at each section of the
tank is required. In addition, the voltage inside the tank (being used inside the robot) is
important. Please include illustrations like the example above.

5.7 Equipment Requirements
Provide a list of all the certifications for the utilized equipment that should be checked before
they can be used.

5.8 Weather Protection
Provide information for sheltering of all necessary electrical equipment against bad weather
conditions.

5.9 Emergency Recovery
Provide instructions and a list of the recovery method(s) of the robot or inspection tool in case
of power loss or other events.
Reference required operational document where recovery procedure is described, for example:
Tank Robot System Operation Procedure

5.10 Temperature
Specify the operational temperature range for the equipment and asset.
For example: The operational temperature within the asset should be between 0º C and 150ºC
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6 Equipment
This section provides information on the equipment that will be utilised for the inspection of the
asset. Information on the calibration and maintenance of the equipment is also stated, while
possible limitations to the equipment are also provided. Finally, any requirements around the
storage of the equipment are also stated.

6.1 List of Equipment
List of all the equipment and special tools the inspector will use (give full details):
Examples:
-

camera, joysticks, cables
Robot, cable
Industrial PC for digital registration

Example of camera and lighting details include details of camera system with optical and
digital zoom available, any lighting arrangements, control software information, image
software information. See table below:
ITEM
Camera make & model
Resolution
Zoom (Max/Min)
Focus range
Iris
Electronic Shutter
Sensitivity
Field-of-View (FOV)
Construction
Dimension

Information

6.2 Calibration and Maintenance
Before starting the inspection, the Inspection Engineer shall ensure that all testing and
recording equipment used in the execution and recording of the inspection. The tools should
be checked and adjusted according to the requirements before the inspection. Listed here are
the calibrating and any maintenance items that need to be checked, along with the time that is
required.
Please reference any external documents here that contain any calibration procedures.
Describe how each of the systems are calibrated and maintained and where this was done. These
systems are:






FP7 610401
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Navigation camera
Inspection camera
Safety systems
Etc.
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6.3 Equipment limitation
List any limitations that could affect the scope of the inspection.

6.4 Equipment Storage Requirements
List any storage requirements that are needed for the equipment. This also includes any
consumables and the storage of possible contaminated equipment. This can be written as an
external document, and if so, please reference the document here.
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7 Inspection Planning
In this section, a detailed plan should be provided of the features that are being inspected. This
plan should also indicate:
-

The desired movement of the inspection tool
A tank coordinate system, including:
o the zero point of the tank (starting point),
o direction of movement(clockwise, counter-clockwise),
The movements should be mapped to insure the maximum coverage of the tank floor.

-

For example: Inspection points associated with the inspection of the tank [X]. The numbering
and inspection location are shown below. When there is a discontinuity, the following should be
in the reported: position of the robot in the tank and the position of the inspection tool.

7.1 Desired Platform movement
This section should describe where the platform starts, where it goes, etc.
For example: The platform will move from the center of the tank floor to the wall of the tank in
the inspection direction. If possible, provide diagrams and flow charts.

7.2 Tank coordinate system
For data gathering, a geometrical position and/ or compass point system shall be used for the
accurate location of the platform and results.
Drawings of the asset should be added to this section to indicate the coordinate system.
Example: The zero point of the tank is the bottom of the tank. The inspection direction will be
clockwise for the annular plate inspection. Please provide diagrams of the tank being inspected.
This will also serve as a reference for recording and locating the position of defects.

7.3 Inspection point order
This list should provide the items to be in inspection, in order. Please provide labels of the floor
plates and their numbers on the tank drawing. Also, indicate the point of entry for the inspection.
Order
1

Inspection of
Plate 1

2

Plate 2

n

Plate n

Configuration tool
Type of tool,
adjustment
Type of tool,
adjustment
Type of tool,
adjustment

Explanation
Comments
Comments
Comments

7.4 Inspection Area Limits
Describe the areas, via illustrations, where the inspection technology is limited. These can be
either limited visibility, only reachable via digital zoom of camera, or that it is not physically
reachable via the robot/inspection equipment.
It important to list any limitations, as in area that cannot be inspected, for example any problems
in orienting NDT tool over certain area of the tank.
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7.5 Inspection Path
Describe the path that the inspection tool will take in order to reach all the inspection points
listed in the previous section.
Supporting 3D model
Recommendation: For scoping and testing the procedure before the inspection, a 3D simulation
may be very beneficial. It enhances the understanding of how selected tools cover the inspected
equipment, and how it can be integrated to real time inspection to show the location of the
robot and inspection tool. This helps the inspector to orientate and determine which part of the
equipment the inspector is looking at.

FP7 610401
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8 Inspection Process
In this section, a detailed systematic plan will be listed based on the features that are being inspected
in Section 7.3. This will act as a guide for the inspection operators to perform the inspection. The steps
for getting the robot to the asset are listed, as well as what NDE to perform the inspection and where
to move to next; finally ,how to remove the robot from the asset.

8.1 Entry
Describe the steps to get the robot into the asset. Describe how the robot will be brought to the
manway and how it will be launched into the asset; then what it will start doing once inside. If possible,
provide diagrams and flow charts.

8.2 Internal Inspection
Describe the steps when starting to inspect the regions of interest. Include how to get to the first region
of interest, and then perform the inspection. If possible, provide diagrams and flow charts.

8.3 Retrieval
Describe the steps to getting the robot out of the tank. Describe how the robot will be brought to the
retrieval tool and taken out of the manway. If possible, provide diagrams and flow charts.
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9 Inspection results
The inspection must be conducted in the presence of a certified inspector with experience in
recognizing the degradation mechanisms by the inspection tool.
All anomalies shall be thoroughly investigated at the time of discovery and a full report made of their
extent and location on the drawing of the tank. The results should be presented in a report format
that is accepted by the inspector. The report must including live footage, photographs, data sets, etc.

10 Reporting
At completion of an inspection, it shall be the responsibility of the Inspection Engineer to write and
issue an Inspection Report using the reporting forms available. The inspection engineer tasked with
the investigation will prepare a report in which the inspection results can be found.
Reporting should be as concise as practically possible but must include reference to the aspects
covered by the inspection; any omissions should be highlighted along with reasons as to why
inspection could not be achieved. Defects must be accurately recorded with reference to extent and
location with supporting material (photographs, videos etc.) as necessary. The reporting document
should include at least the following items:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Data from the inspection engineer
Drawing number.
Data of the inspected equipment.
The inspected areas (see inspection scope).
Procedure under which the inspection was conducted.
Exact location of the details recorded.
Equipment used.
Date of the inspection.
Names inspectors and qualifications.
The client contact / name
Found Deviations and discontinuities
From / to (where the inspection is starting and the direction of inspection) Entrance
(where one enters the equipment)
Reason for inspection
Recorded photos and videos of the inspection
Recording of limiting factors for accessibility of the equipment
Drawings illustrating size, viewing direction and location deviations.

The service providers are to produce their own reporting format, which covers the aforementioned
items.
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Appendix A: Reference Documents
Add here a list of all the reference documents that may be requirement as part of the inspection
procedure. For example:
-

Report templates
Robot operational procedures
Inspection scope documents
Legal documents
Task Risk Analysis (TRA)
Certification documents
Personnel documents
Etc.
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Appendix B: Inspection Safety
This section outlines some typical safety aspects regarding robotic inspection solutions that should be
taken into consideration prior to inspection of the asset.

ATEX and Intrinsic Safety
Check if the robot and inspection tool have intrinsic safety certification for ATEX zone 0 or 1. If
not the necessary measures must be taken, such as cleaning or installing gas detection sensors.

VOC
Gas tests to be performed during or before the inspection tool enter the asset.

Toxic and Hazardous Substances
Several toxic substances will be measured in the gas testing. However, due to toxicity or
carcinogenicity it may be required to measure other levels of substances that make the
atmosphere permissible for human entry.

Hoisting
A list of the risks associated with hoisting will be also necessary for guarantee the safety on site.
[Add others]
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Summary
This document outlines the setup and use of the PETROBOT DEKRA camera
inspection system.
This documentation describes how to connect, configure, and use the camera
inspection system for the PETROBOT Robot tools.
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This document outlines the setup and use of the PETROBOT Gocator snapshot
LED system. Gocator snapshot LED projection sensors are designed for 3D
measurement and control applications.
Gocator sensors are configured using a web browser and can be connected to a
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A1.3 Slings-Belt Slings, Chain, Wire Ropes

Slings

A sling is a loop of material which connects the load to the lifting device. Slings can be made of metal
chain, metal mesh, natural and synthetic materials.
Slings are necessary in making specific lifts of equipment at a facility and specific use and design
shall be followed. Slings shall have a manufacturer tag. Contractors should ensure availability of
necessary documents for each sling with a record of purchase and design load limits
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Appendix 2: Responsibilities / Tasks and Competencies
Role

Responsibilities/tasks

Qualifications/Competencies/skills

All Lifting Equipment Operator Roles

A designated individual that conforms to a minimum

Qualified personnel must have successfully attended a specific training course that

physical condition and level of competency, and is

meets the requirement of national standards and must be trained on the specific Lifting

qualified to perform safe lifting/rigging operations.

Equipment type (use, operation, limits and safety of the lifting equipment e.g. making
load lifts.
Where the national standard qualification and competence/skill requirements are
inadequate facility may consider additional training as addition to codes and standards.
More specific
Physical qualifications:
-

Vision of 20/30 in one eye with 20/50 with or without glasses and depth

-

Color differentials

-

Hearing sufficient for the operation with or without hearing aids

-

No history of disabling medical condition

perception

Ability to read and write load documentation, perform math calculations for loads.
Minimum training requirements:
-

Class room session on lift type with written and hands-on crane use for operation,
safety, lifting capacity, lifts charts, anti-tube blocking, running cables and
pendants, hand signals and boom charts for lift angles, rigging of load to be lifted,
inspection of rigging devices and perform hands-on operation of equipment.

-

Pre-use inspection and
Recommend annual reviews but not to exceed 2 years on the ability to coordinate
and demonstrate hands-on skills.

Mobile/stationary Crane Operator

-

To be responsible for the crane operations

Personnel shall be re-certified at intervals not greater than every 5 years.

under his/her control;
-

To perform crane pre-use inspections (not the
monthly, quarterly and annual inspections);
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Role

Responsibilities/tasks
-

FP7 610401

Qualifications/Competencies/skills

To complete all required crane operation logs,
pre-use inspection procedures and checks;

-

The crane operator satisfies himself that the
lifting plan, equipment, and accessories are
safe, and operates the Lifting Equipment.

Forklifts Operator

A designated individual that is qualified to perform

Personnel shall be re-certified at intervals not greater than 5 years.

safe forklift operations:

The training syllabus for forklifts operators must comprise a major element of practical

-

instruction/examination in addition to the written examination.

Perform a pre-operational check to
demonstrate operational readiness of the truck;

-

Ensure the equipment is within inspection and
testing intervals by examination of the periodic
re-certification tags and/or documentation;

-

Drive at speeds appropriate for the existing
conditions (space, load, lighting, surface
conditions, etc.) and at or below posted limits;

-

Ensure other personnel are not in the swing
radius prior to performing turning maneuvers.

Signaller

A designated individual who:
-

-

Has successfully completed training programme(s) that are appropriate to the lifts they

Coordinates the lifting movements and

are involved with that incorporates familiarisation with rigging hardware, slings,

maintains radio- and/or visual communication

communication (including hand signals and radio) and safety issues associated with

with crane operator and persons close to the

rigging and lifting loads and planning of lifting operations.

load;

Personnel shall be re-trained at intervals not greater than every 4 years.

Participates in JSA/risk assessment for the
lifting operation;

Slinger/Rigger (cranes)

A designated individual who:
-

Shall inspect the rigging;

-

May contribute to selecting rigging to suit the

-

Connects/disconnects the load;

-

Participates in JSA/risk assessment for the

load;

lifting operation.
Rigger (portable Lifting Equipment)

A designated individual for portable Lifting
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Qualifications/Competencies/skills

Equipment who:
-

Inspects the rigging, selects rigging to suit the

-

Connects/disconnects the load;

-

Participates in JSA/risk assessment for the

load, installs the equipment;

lifting operation.
Person-in-Charge (Lifting Expert)

Appointed by the Terminal Manager as the

The Person-in-Charge should have the practical skills, theoretical knowledge and

designated individual who is responsible:

ability to carry out risk assessments (JSAs), produce and/or assess lifting plans,

-

For coordination and control of the lifting

conduct pre-lift toolbox meetings and have the supervisory skills and experience

operation, including ensuring that involved

required to organise the specific lifting operation.

people are competent for performing their task,
aware of the task, aware of the procedures to
be followed, and aware of their responsibilities;
-

Ensuring that the Lifting Equipment is

-

That the JSA is followed;

-

Ensuring that Toolbox Meeting is held prior to

inspected and appropriate for use;

the lift.
Lifting Equipment Maintainer (Maintenance

A designated individual who is responsible for

Maintenance of Lifting Equipment shall be carried out by suitable qualified and

and inspection qualifications)

performing maintenance of Lifting Equipment to

competent personnel with adequate knowledge in the following areas:

ensure its technical integrity in accordance with

-

Awareness of the relevant standards and regulations;

legal and maintenance requirements.

-

Site specific requirements and procedures;

-

Maintenance requirements on all types of Lifting Equipment to be maintained;

-

Inspection frequency requirements;

-

Detailed inspection requirements for all Lifting Equipment;

-

Discard criteria;

-

Disposal processes for failed equipment.

More specific:
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Qualifications/Competencies/skills
Maintenance/Inspections):
-

Acquired classroom formal instructions or other certification of training as
acknowledgement of meeting requirements of national or meter safety codes and
standards

-

Documentation review of facility site procedures for maintenance of Lifting
equipment

-

Knowledge of manufacturer maintenance procedures and specification for
minimum services

-

Every 2 years have updated class instruction for current standards or codes.

-

Formally report to supervision on equipment documentation and conditions.

-

Perform monthly inspections and services

-

Assist with certified inspector (third party) in performing and document annual
inspection and load test

Qualified Inspections (third party certified)
-

No facility employee but must show qualifications of ability to perform inspections
and load test as required by manufacturer specifications and national/international
standard codes

Confidential: Restricted for use for PETROBOT Purposes Only
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Facility must have qualified inspector to provide formal certification of training

-

Knowledge of Lifting equipment being inspected

-

Has reviewed manufacturers documents for life equipment inspection

-

Provide formal documentation of inspection for facility record.
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Appendix 3: Mobile crane load test form
Equipment # __________________Make & Model:_____________________

Rated Capacity:_________

Inspection report number: __________ (assigned by facility with Work Order)

Load Test Inspection Report
The following checklist identifies the items to be inspected prior to load test. Any unusual conditions
observed during the inspection should be noted in the Remarks section.
NOTES:

NO.

1. Craftsman shall initial and date all tests, work and inspections completed below.
2. Qualified inspector shall verify all steps prior to load test.
CRANE ITEM

1
2

Wire Rope & Hook
Cracked or Worn
Sheaves & Drums

3

Limit Switches
(Anti-Two-Blocking)

4
5

Boom
Master Clutch

6
7

Steering Clutches
Hydraulic Pump

8
9

Hydraulic Hoses
Hydraulic Controls

10
11

Drive Chains
Swing Clutches

12
13

Hoist Clutch Lining
Hoist Drum Brake
Bands
Opens Gears

14
15
16
17
18

DEFECT

OK

NA

REMARKS

Boom Jibs
(Where
applicable)
Load Capacity & Lift
Chart
Steering Gears &
Connectors
Brakes
(Service and Hand)

19
20

Tires & Wheels
General Lubrication

21
22

Operating Test
Overall Condition

23

Safety Signage
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Remarks:
-

To include unusual conditions – noises, structural cracks, misalignment, etc.
Inspection report number should match Work Order issued by facility.

Inspected By:___________________ Date inspected: _________________

Inspection Company Name: ___________________________

Load test preformed by: ____________________ Dated of test: __________

Company name contracted for load test: _____________________________

Report presented to: _______________________________

Report obtained date: _________________

Signature of facility Representative: ________________________
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Appendix 4: Prior to use inspection report
Facility ___________________
(Location)

Prior to Use Inspection Report
Crane Form

Equipment # _____________________
Located in Area: _________________

Sun
*

Mon
*

Tue
*

Wed
*

Week of: ________
Thu
*

1) RATED LOAD MARKINGS: On Crane-legible from the ground and marked
on both sides, Beam-legible for the ground marked on both sides, Block, marked
and legible
2) BRAKE: Check brake for any evidence of slippage.
3) CONTROLS: Make sure operator controls function properly and travel
motions agree with control devise markings
4) PENDANT TAG: Attached to the pendant with operational warnings to the
operator
5) HOOK: Check hook for cracks, twists, excessive throat opening, latch
enlargement and latch operation.
6) HOOK LATCH: Check latch for proper operation
7) HOIST: Operate hoist and observe load chain for proper reeving and twist.
Listen for any unusual sounds from hoist.
8) HOIST ROPE: Properly positioned on the drum, nor kinking, crushing,
birdcaging, corrosion, or broken wires
9) LOAD CHAIN: check load chain for signs of wear, damaged links or foreign
matter and that chain is properly lubricated
10) TROLLEY: Make sure trolley wheels are tracking properly
11) BRAKE: Check that hoist and trolley do not have excessive drift
12) ELECTRICAL CABLE: Make sure electrical cable tracks on tracking cable
properly when hoist moves along support beam
13) OIL LEAKAGE: Check for any sign of oil leakage on the hoist or on the
floor area beneath the hoist
14) UNUSUAL SOUNDS: check for any unusual sounds from the hoist
mechanism while operating the hoist
If category does not apply to your hoist place N/A in the comment box. * Initial by qualified operator
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Sat
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Appendix 5: load testing report crane form
Facility _____________

Load Testing Report
Crane Form

(Location)

Area:

Date:

Equipment #:

Location:

Manufacturer:

S/N:

Rated Capacity:

Model #

Test Weight:

Kgs

This is to certify that the above equipment was tested with ________

Tested by:
kgs on _____________

This unit was load tested at _________________% of its rated capacity.
Tested and Certified by:

-

Witnessed by:

Include load test form with this cover report (Stationary or Mobile Form)
Report to be available for review as required by local codes and for minimum of 4 years.
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Petrobot WP5
Pressure Vessel Inspection
BIKE
1. Overview
The purpose of this document is to describe how the EC inspection of welds inside a
pressure vessel is to be prepared and how the actual inspection is to be performed. The
inspection task is to detect and size surface breaking cracks along welds or other linear
paths. The EC inspection unit is a swivelling pair of EC sensors mounted between the front
wheels of the BIKE robot platform.
The core of the preparation is the calibration and parameter setting of the EC unit. The
operational procedure prescribes the activities during the execution of the pressure vessel
inspection.
2. Calibration Setup
The calibration setup consists of the EC inspection unit and a calibration plate. The
calibration plate must be identical to the test object regarding steel grade, wall thickness,
weld type and coating. Artificial cracks of different depths in different locations and with
different orientations (axial and lateral) will be incorporated.
Axial cracks will be detected with a switched on swivelling mechanism. To detect lateral
cracks the swivelling mechanism remains switched off.

Figure 2.1 – Drawing of an example calibration plate with axial artificial cracks
3. Calibration Procedure
The defect side must be the top side. The different cracks will get allocated amplitudes and
the phase is to be set to give the crack signals a horizontal orientation.
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Petrobot WP5
Pressure Vessel Inspection
FAST
1. Overview
The purpose of this document is to describe how the EC inspection of a pressure vessel with
an array of 8 EC sensors is to be prepared and how the actual inspection is to be performed.
The inspection task is to carry out an internal corrosion mapping. The core of the
preparation is the calibration and parameter setting of the EC unit. The operational
procedure prescribes the activities during the execution of the pressure vessel inspection.
2. Calibration Setup
The calibration setup consists of the EC inspection unit and a calibration plate. The
calibration plate must be identical to the test object regarding steel grade, wall thickness
and coating. Artificial defects of different diameters and depths will be incorporated. In
addition a uniform notch transverse to the scan direction and over the entire calibration
plate is to be incorporated.

Figure 2.1 – Drawing of the calibration plate
3. Calibration Procedure
The defect side must be the top side. The notch serves to equalize the eddy current sensors
regarding amplitude and phase. The different bores will get allocated amplitudes and the
phase is to be set to give the bore signals a horizontal orientation.
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Petrobot WP5
Pressure Vessel Inspection
SNAKE
1. Overview
The purpose of this document is to describe how the EC inspection of suspicious spots inside
a pressure vessel is to be prepared and how the actual inspection is to be performed. The
inspection task is to detect and size surface breaking cracks. The EC inspection unit is a
sensor translation frame of 50 x 50 mm with a single EC sensor mounted on the tip of the
SNAKE arm.
The core of the preparation is the calibration and parameter setting of the EC unit. The
operational procedure prescribes the activities during the execution of the pressure vessel
inspection.
2. Calibration Setup
The calibration setup consists of the EC inspection unit and a calibration plate. The
calibration plate must be identical to the test object regarding steel grade, wall thickness
and coating. Artificial cracks of different depths in different locations will be incorporated.

Figure 2.1 – Drawing of an example calibration plate with axial artificial cracks
3. Calibration Procedure
The defect side must be the top side. The different cracks will get allocated amplitudes and
the phase is to be set to give the crack signals a horizontal orientation.
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Petrobot WP5
Inline Tank Floor Inspection

1. Overview
The purpose of this document is to describe how the inline inspection of a tank floor is to be
prepared and how the actual inspection is to be performed. The core of the preparation is
the calibration and parameter setting of the MEC unit. The operational procedure prescribes
the activities during the execution of the tank floor inspection.
2. Calibration Setup
The calibration setup consists of the MEC inspection unit and a calibration plate. The
calibration plate must be identical to the test object regarding steel grade, wall thickness
and coating. Artificial defects of different diameters and depths will be incorporated. In
addition a uniform notch transverse to the scan direction and over the entire calibration
plate is to be incorporated.

Figure 2.1 – Calibration plate
3. Calibration Procedure
The defect side must be the bottom side. Thus, the calibration will be made with far side
defects. The notch serves to equalize the eddy current sensors regarding amplitude and
phase. The different bores will get allocated amplitudes and the phase is to be set to have
the lean signal shapes in vertical orientation.

Figure 3.1 – Calibration plate signals
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